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This study examines the rise of the Hindu nationalist movement in lndia and its potential to 
advenely affect the regional security dynamic in South Asia. Hindu nationalism can be expfained 
as a significant product of a paradoxical trend in lndian politics: the rising political awareness and 
mobilisation of lndians has resulted in the deterioration of the state's capacity to accommodate 
rising and vocal aroculations of interest, leaving a vacuum characteriseci by insotutional stress and 
popular cynicism about the basic aims and pnnciples of the secular lndian stale and rising violence 
based on ethnic ties and rivalries. 

As a majoribnan movement that ideally seeks Q alter the conceptual and institutional core 
of the lndian state fmm a secular to a 'Hindd woridview, Hindu nationalism has the potential to 
disnipt the structures of state and society that have pmmoted accommodation. tolerance and 
democratic govemance ni India. A 'Hindu" lndia would have far reaching consequences for the 
region that it dominates in terms of size, economic significance and political and strategic weight. 

It is not possible to rule out tbe long-term effects of Hindu nationalism on the egion's 
security. However, ment events - most notably the election of a Hindu nationalkt Ied coalition 
govemment in New Delhi - suggest that Hindu nationalism does oot pose a pmximate threat to the 
secular foundations and stability of the lndian nation-state, and thus its regional effects are 
circumscribed. Lingering insecunty in the region, demonstrated by communal violence, 
secessionist con fiict within and befween sta test the stresses of poveity and underdevelo pment 
and inter-state rivalry and conffict are more aptly explained by the continuity of insecuflty in the 
region based on the mindset of states and civil societies that have k e n  bom and have developed 
in an environment of mistrust, deprivation, persecuüon and conflict. Hindu nationalism, while it has 
considerable potential in intensfying these problems by injecting rnajocitarian, communal hetoric 
and ideology into the mix, cannot be assigned as a pmximate reason for cunent instability in 
South Asia. 
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l~r~ooucno~ 
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN SOUTH ASJAN SECURITY 

The surge in mnflict fuelled by eoino-religious movements is a central concern in the evolving 

world order. Ethnicity does not seem €0 want to die, no matter how awifidentiy many theoists 

prodaimed it would in the face of the juggemaut of modernisation. Upon its independence, India 

was hailed as a mode1 of a viable, modem nation-state able to control the "fissiparnus" tendencies 

of ethnicity. But recent events have introâuced the worfd to India's own majoritarian ethno- 

religious revivalism as Hindu nationalism becomes more pmminent in lndian society and politics. 

What was once a frnige association of militant Hindu elites or saffronçlad spiritual leaders are now 

leading a formidable ~ultural~politkal movement that has tremendous implications for policymaken 

both inside and outside of India. 

The evolution of Hindu nationalism has generated important questions about the validity of 

painting the Hindu nationalist movement as a communal menace to internai and regional secunty 

in lndia and South Asia. The primary objective of this thesis is to detemine the actual potential of 

Hindu nationalism to mstitute both a proxirnate and a long-term threat to regional security in the 

subcontinent Moreover, it seeks to examine the role of ethno-nationalist movements within the 

spectnim of security Iinkages in South Asia, and, as a result, speaks to the importance of broad 

conceptualisations of reg ionai security for the purposes of a comprehensive analysis of the issues 

that eoinicity c m  brhg to a broader grouping of individuals, socio-cultural movements and states 

in an environment of extensive intemaletemal seairity interdependence. 

India's nuclear tests of May 1998 conducted by the coalition govemment of the Bharatiya 

Janata Party (BJP) spuned mmentary on the nature of the Hindu nationalist movement its 

broader policy implications for lndia and the broader regional and international seairity concerns 



associateci with its surge. It is more than just a sûategic issue, however, for both domestic and 

international actors and phenornena are evident Hindu nationalism is characterised as a 

potentially serious threat to the secudty of the secrilar lndian state and, as a result, to the 

prospects for peace and stability in South M a .  Any fundamental change in the domestic social 

and political composiüon of lndia - most notably the lndian state's cornmitment to seculansm - is 

thought to likely have a destabilising effect on the rest of the region.' This study does not disagree 

with ütis assertion. Yet such massive social and political change is easier said than done, 

especially in the context of India's enormous socio-political divenity. Considering the seemingly 

contradictory behaviour of Vie Sangh Panvar (the institutional embodiment of a coalition of Hindu 

nationalist groups spearheaded by the RSS or Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh) rooted in itç well 

documen ted moderating im peratives, the resilienœ of India's democratic political culture, the 

dynamics of state-society relations and intemal conflict (both sectarian and secessionist in nature) 

and the uintinuity of lndian foreign and security policy, where can the proxnriity of this nationalist 

threat be placed? What effect does it have on the fabric of Indian politics and society, induding 

the dynamics of nationalist politics as a whole, the conduct of democratic govemance, conflict 

resolution and development? Does Hindu nationalism worsen the communal tensions already 

latent within the country? What effect does it have on India's intemal security with regard to ethnie 

conflict of a society-wide communal sale or secessionist confiict over parücular regions? How 

does it relate to the conduct of India's foreign and security pdicies? 

I hope to demonstrate that for the near f i r e  the Hindu nationalist movement is 

constrahed h m  taking full control and injecting its own denved ideology in$ üie maelstrom of 

This is not to argue that the reverse does not occur, lndeed, many of the challenges the lndian date faces is 
insuiahng iQ own domeshk and hmgn poicy interests fiorn fie destabitising iniïuences of ethnMeligious and 
ecaoomic wnfücts h m  its neighbours, Neuerthefess, lndids political, rniiitary, economic and culturai centraiii in me 
region means mat Che neighbours are more apt to be affeded by India than viceversa 



lndian politics. As such, its potential to independently destabilise a region already beset with 

seerningly nitractable insecurity - including crippling poverty, incongniousness between sub- 

national movements and centralising states. inter-state mistrust and anxiety and a historical 

obsession with foreign domination and persecution - seems limiteci. Hindu nationalism is in fact 

part of this greater malaise. Explanations for its regional security ramifications are better found in 

the strain on state institutions and conflict resolution machinery in the face of an ethnic awakening 

throughout the region. In addition, South Asia's lingering instability is rooted in its own well 

developed psychological and political culture of insecurity that penrades its elites and affects both 

the intemal secudty policies and foreign policies of the countnes of the region. Thus, the state can 

be a source of the problem, spawning ethno-religious responses to its gmwing inability to realise 

the ambiüons of a more aware and politicised society. It is in this dimension, however, that Hindu 

nationalism poses a long-tem threat to the stability of lndia and South Asia: should itç ambiüous 

proiect of cultural nationalism succeed in changing the institutional and social foundations of the 

lndian polity, the prospects for democracy in lndia, intemal peace and cohesion and, thus, regional 

security are not rosy. 

Much of the literature cornes h m  identifiable camps that either support ordeay the Hindu 

nationalist movement h m  theoretical or comparative political perspectives. Few sources have 

directiy engaged the issue of security, but Bis is not altagether surprising. Oraiodox international 

relations analysis is direcfed at the state level, and non-state social movements are often not 

regarded as major deteninants of a staters foreign and seairity policies. Also. realist ideobgy - 

based on Western and indigenous conœptualisations of power polith, the central, overarching 

role of the shte and the assumed rationality of state adors - has a fim grip on the intektua[ 

mindset of anaIysts of South Asian poMcs and securi€y affairs. This is oot to Say that this study 

rebufPs the date's cenbal mle in determining fbreign policy and affecfng the strategic 



envimnment. Indeed. in South Asia. the state is an unusually stmng and overarching one? 

Nevertheless, the deam of 'non-traditional" or "revisionisr materials in the international relations 

literahire has compelled some analysts - including this one - to look for more catholic 

explanations for regional insecurity. This study therefore aims to bridge the importance of the 

state with the growing resonance of non-state actors and movements, especially those of an 

ethnonationalist variety, linking them to the portrait of peaœ and security (or the lack of it) that is 

being painted thmughout the world. 

Chapter 1 will examine the conceptual and ideological roots of Hindu nationalism and its 

dynamics within India's pditical system and culture. The assertion among pan-lndian 'seculaf 

nationalists that modernisation would render benig n heretofore powerful traditional iden tities was 

misplaced, for ethnicity has pmved more resilient than hoped. Imnically , the success of the state's 

nation-building proiect in awakening political consciousness in many secton of lndian society has 

brought ethnicity back to the forefront. The lndian state's difficulty wiîh balancing its own agenda 

and the heterogeneity of India's nations has fuelled the surge in ethnic politics, of which Hindu 

nationalisrn is an important paR The Sangh Parivar has been successhil in growing into a major 

political force in lndian politics, taking advantage of both the system of electoral politics and the 

weakening of the state's ability to mntrol the surge of ethnic politics. Its strategies of 

'stigmatisation and emulation.9 ethnic mobilisation and Sangathanism (the organisational network 

development of Hindu nationalist groups and cadres oiroughout the country) have resulted in 

steadily growing support, reffected by the resonance of its policy preferences on communal issues 

and its recent electoral success. Nevedheless, it is consûained from himing its maiontarian 

- - - - 

Many Indiart and Pakistani auîhors tend to betray their cespecülve pafrïotic blases, only further iiiusûating Pasha's 
thesis ttiat much of civil society in South Asii and partïcularly academc anaiysis+ is slawed to the afCencornpassing 
nab'on-stak. Mustapha Kamal Pasha, 'Seçurity as Hegemony," Altemathes, 21,2996. 
3 Christophe Jafftelot, The Hhdu Natbnafi Mowment h Indk, (New York Columbia University Press). 



appeal into true maiontarian support Hindu nationalism is prevented from gaining full controi of 

the state due to the compulsions of India's democratic poliücal culture and institutions that 

moderate radical gmups within the context of electoral politics. The staggering diversity of lndian 

political life suggests that ethnic political movements will have difficuity in cmssing ascriptive 

stratifications and gaining mass appeal. Intemal divisions within the Sangh Parivar are a result of 

ths tension between ideobgical purity and popular support, forming yet another banfer to the 

successful dispersion of Hindutm on an India-wide sale. 

Chapter 2 details the rise of communal violence and secessionist conflict as a direct result 

of the weakening of the lndian state's capacity to nisulate itself and peacefully resolve the growing 

rifts between competing gmups. It looks at two types of ethnic conlict prevalent in lndia today: 

communal violence (between Hindus and Muslims mostly) and secessionist conflicts, especially 

those of an ethno-religious character (most notably Kashmir). Hindu nationalist groups have been 

at the centre of a dangerous rise in communal strife between Hindus and Muslimç. This is 

demonstrated üme and again during communal flots, such as those that seized the country after 

Uie demolition of the 0abri Masjid (mosque) in 1992. However, the Indian state has a signifiant 

rofe ta play in the Hindu-Muslim split Indeed, 1 has become an agent of the communal surge, 

throwing the principles of secularism to the wind by manipulating ethnoieligious sentiment for ils 

own ends. In regards to secessionist conflict, the Sangh Parivar has attached much importance to 

insurgency in Kashmir and has used the issue to catapult itself into a higher profile. Hindu 

nationalism has played a role in fomenting communal violence within the embattled region as ifs 

populations polarise on religious grounds. However, Hindu nationalisrn is a only a part of the 

larger equation of instability. The increasing reliance on mercion to crush secessionist or 

autonomist insurrections is the source of rather than the solution tu anti-national sentiment and 

violence. As such, the Hindu nationalist movement is an important actor in mis realm of instabiri, 



but *tç formation and development within the confines of a deteriorating state-society relationship 

suggests that the broder malaise of Indiars conflict resolution machinery is the major reason for 

growing interna1 instability. 

In tens  of Indiars relations with other countries, recent events have dernonstrated the 

inability of Hindutva b be applied comprehensively to Indian foreign and security policy. The 

Sangh Parivar sees international relaaons as a stniggle for power among the strong and 

demonstrates a belief in Huntington's thesis of a clash of civilisations. However, as Chapter 3 

argues. the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), a leading Hindu nationalist political party and the are of 

India's curent govemment, has been caught up in the stream of cultural continuirj in lndian 

foreign policy and has resisted RSS pressure on these matten. India's suspicion of other 

countries and practice of orthodox realist ideology and, at the same time, the idealist undercurrent 

in its foreign policy can be explained by the development of a culture of continuity arising from the 

historical legacy of extemal intervention in the region, the paradigms of Kautilyan realism and 

Gandhian cosmopolitanisrn and the latent desire for acceptance as a great power. This policy 

continuity effectively explains the apparent contradictions in the NP'S decision-making since it 

took office. For instance, Indiars nuclear testing was based more on long-standing lndian political 

and security concems and interests and short-terni domestic political calculations Vian Hindutva. 

At the same time, Prime Minister Ah1 Behari Vajpayee also engaged in a non-conventionai sort of 

'bus dipkmacy" with Pakistan to develop a bi-lateral frarnework within which to ameliorate thair 

long-standing disputes. Also, lndia exercised ~ t r a i n t  throughout the Kargl confikt of May-July 

1999 in the Kashmiri Himalayas even lhough it had destabilised IndePakistani relations with its 

use of force against 'infiltrators" so close to the Une of ControI (LoC) and was under intense 

domestic pressure b escalate the conff kt  These cases are of use in demonstrating the continu@ 



of lndian foreign and security pdicy that the Hindu naoonalist movement is pressured to accept 

when it assumes the vaunted p h  of state conbol. 

Finally, Chapter 4 offérs some concluding insights into the future of the Hindu nationaikt 

movement and the conditions necessary for it to exert a destabilising influence on South Asian 

security in general. It attempts to engage the discussions of lndian domestic politics. intemal 

security and foreign policy 10 merge them into the broader dynarnics of regional seairity analysis. 

While this study's main focus is explaining the main reasons why the Hindu nationalist movement 

may not be a proximate hreat tu regional security, it does not refute the original daim that the 

movement may be a major source of hsecurity in the long-tem. Given its plans of societal 

transformation - which affects every relationship of seairity interdependence including those 

between individuals, social and cultural gmups, the state and the broader regional and 

international communities - Hindu nationalism should not be seen as a movement that has already 

seen its apogee.4 After all, the movement is in a critical phase of its relatively early development 

Control of state institutions and power, now a realisable objective, is a potential vehicle for the 

Sangh Parivar's larger sectarian agenda through 'safbnising" policy and personnel throughout 

the govemment Also, at a societal level, the spread of RSS cells and other Sangathanist 

organisations, as well as the dispersion of Hinduhra into everyday political discourse, might have 

grander repemssions in the future in tems of the erosion of secular democratic structures that 

stand in the way of a Hindu rashira (nation). A commundly charged lndia which takes the Sangh 

Parivar to pawer on the coattails of majontarian fe~our is not inconceivable. Minorities mistrust 

hi Kolodner asserts mat Kndu nationaiïsm rnay have exceeded its selMy date simply on the basis of the BJPs 
setbacb in elecbons eariier in the 1990s. Aithough Kolodnefs understanding and anmis of the mouement is 
praiSeworttiy. hhe tends to disregard the cultural and socM resonance ofmaoMan pditcs in a poMca& envuwiment 
charaderis& by a crisis of seadîsm in hâia and the gmwng mefîïcacy of the &te in repainng mis damaga Çee 
The Poiiücai Emnomy &the Rise and Fali (?) of HÏndu Nationah: Joumalof Cwdemporary As&, 25 (2), 7995. 



the Hindu nationalkt movement for this reason in pacticular, for they would experienœ tremendous 

insecunty should the state no longer be relied u pon as a faithfül secular g uardian. 

Furthemore, its capacity to exert influence on the conduct of lndia's uxinter-insurgency 

strate9 y might increase as a result of greater fears surmunding Islamic fu ndamentalism. es pecially 

the increasingly transnational lslamic militancy in Kashmir. In ternis of India's foreign and security 

poiicy, the injection of hyper-nationalist rhetoric into an already unstable nuclear relationship wiih 

Pakistan is a worry that policymakers and analysts cannot ignore. There is every indication that 

RSS party stalwarts and other religious reactionaries throughout the Sangh Parivar care Iittie for 

the politics of deterrence. The Islamic menace" is a tempting tool of political mobilisation that 

traverses human. gmup and state security considerations and taps into a deep well on anxiety in 

India. Combined with India's traditional complex of insecurity vis a vis its neighbours and the great 

powers, it is a possibly explosive mixture of religion, state power and violence. As such, it wodd 

not be wise to altogether nile out the Kulturkampf 5 between arcs of civilisation-states who feed off 

of one another's deeply felt inseairities. 

This study has policy implications that banscend a parücular region or ethnonationalism 

in general. Certainly, as lndia develops - albeit haphazardly - into a potential continental power 

with massive political, economic and human potential, Western policymakers must throw aside the 

goggles of colonial or Cold War vintage and view the region with more darity, interest and 

sensitivity about why different people make different decisions (or, indeed, why diierent people 

could make the same decisions). Even for the sheer mass of humanit'y involveci - some estimate 

that one in every six people on earth is South Asian - and the amy of difficulties the region faces, 

t borrow this terni h m  Robert Wirsing, lndrà, Pakistan and aie KashmkDkpute, (New York: S t  Martirc's Press, 
1994, p. 163. See Samuel P. HuntÏngton, The Clash of Civilisations?" hm@n Anàii, 72 (31, Summer 1993. See 
pp. 33-34 eswally for d'lscussian of  Hindu-Mwlim dashes and the confit2 between secuIar and Hindu India 



policy must take into account the intemal and extemal linkages that make ethno-nationalism such 

a potentially dangernus factor in South Asia. Nor is the issue limited to South Asia. The 

implications of destabilising ethnenationalism conducteci b y and for the "majority" is an important 

problem in many parts of the world. Maloritarian nationalism can be seen not only in bloody ethnic 

catastrophes such as the Balkans (of which Albanian nationalism may be the latest source of 

ethna-nationalist rage) but in outbreaks of xmphobia against migrants and minonües in the West, 

in Russia and other parts of the former Soviet Union, Turkey, the Middle East and South East 

Asia. When these sentiments malesce with organised political or cultural gmups with sufficient 

access to resources and support. the results can be devastathg. Further research that analyses 

the political economy and sociology as well as the political or security issues embedded in such 

confiicts is therefore cnticaily important 



CHAPTER 1 
THE RISE AND CONSOLIDATION OF HINOU NA~ONAUSM 

I mean to say that the long-suffering Hindu is being called a religious zealot today only 
because he wants to build the temple [at Ayodhya]. The Muslims got their Pakistan. 
Even in a mutilateci India. they have special rights. They have no use for family 
planning. They have their own religious schools. What do we have? An fndia with ifs 
arms cut off. An lndia where restrictions are placed on Our festivals, where our 
processions are always in danger of attack, where Our religious beliefs are cnrelly 
derideâ. We cannot speak of Our pain, express our huR I say to the politician, "Do not 
go on trampling upon our deepest feelings as you have k e n  doing for so long." 

This excerpt from a speech by militant Hindu orator Sadhvi Rithambra is indicative of the symbols, 

demands and context of the resurgence of Hindu nationalism in India. Affer a pend  of intemal 

ideological consolidation centred amund vilitjing and emulating 'foreign" minorities (especially 

Muslims) and the development of strategies of mass ethnic mobilisation centred around strong 

organisational networks of political patties and sociocultural groups, the Hindu nationalist 

movement is occupying the vacuum left by the decline of secdaflsm and the erosion of ifs 

pmtective institutions. The Sangh Parivar and its ideology of Hindutva (political Hinduism or, 

literally, Hinduness) has attracted support as one of a number of cornpetitive voices assunng 

security, safety and proçpefity in troubled times. Yet it is a potentially destabilising agent in the 

region insofar as its rise and consolidation is a direct result of the crisis of the secular lndian 

nation-state, which is increasingly under strain $ peacefdy and legitimately ameliorate conflict 

within lndian society and to meet the growing demands of economic development h m  a 

population that is generally more politically canscious than at any other time in modem lndian 

histo ry. 

Two ment  events mark a watershed in the development of the Hindu naüonalist 

movement Vie of the Babn Masjid in Ayodhya in December, 1992 and the growing power of 



the Bharatiya Janata Patty (BJP) at the polls in consecutive elections since 1984, cuirninating in 

the BJPts capture of govemment in 1998 with the largest number of seats in the lower house of 

the lndian Parliament, the Lok Sabha. These developments are indicators of the growing support 

for Hindu nationalism across the country, but are interpreted in different ways. For some, Hindu 

nationalism and its saffmn agenda of enhanced national prïde and cultural awareness has the 

potentiai to rescue lndia h m  the stale, spiritles leadership of the Congress and other useculaf 

parties. At the same time, these incidents spark fear in many across Uie country, for a stronger 

Hindu revivalist movement may have destructive consequences for the secular and democratic 

ethic that has, arguably, kept lndia united and relatively stable. 

This chapter seeks to understand the conceptual and ideological nature of Hindu 

nationalism and to detemine whether it has becorne an increasingly powerful force in 

cantemporary lndian politics and society. It took its mots in the same soit as its rival, the secular 

Congress Party, but was relegated to the sidelines of Indian politics and society as the Congress 

proved capable of obtaining mass support and legitimacy for its vision of the lndian natiokstate. 

However, the crisis of the Congress and changes in state-society relations have given Hindu 

nationalists the space to spread their message and attract mass support. The movemenls aire 

ideology, composition, mobilisation strategy and organisation have all played a major role in 

constructing a coherent cultural nationalist alternative well versed in the fanguage and symbols of 

modernisation and nation-building out of a diverse, nondoctrinal religion. Although the movement 

has been weakened by the backlash aganist the Babri Masjid incident and the nsing spectre of 

communal violence nation-wide and faces a hrther intemal challenge as its political am - the BJP 

- becornes increasingly moderate as it engages in competitive electoral politics, its position as a 

6 Taken h m  a speech in Hyderabad in Apni 1991. cited in Sudhir Kakar, The CoIors of Wobnœ: Cuhral iden-, 
ReKghn and CoMirct, (Chicago: Universiîy of Chicago PB, 1996, p. 161- 



major player in the somewhat chaotic nature of lndian politics seems assured for the foreseeable 

futlire. 

I. THE DILEMMAS OF NATION-BUILDING: THE UNOERPINNINGS OF NATIONALISM IN INDIA 

Nationalkm is contested temtory in India. In the late nineteenth century, a oumber of different 

principles and strategies for independent nationhood were emerging as British colonial domination 

wore thin among the increasingly educated and woddly elites of lndian society. Although the pan- 

lndian nationalist movement spearheaded by the lndian National Congress (INC) quickly pushed it 

to the fringes of the political landscape. Hindu nationalism has since evolved into a well organised 

ethna-religious movement that commands greater support in lndian politics. 

Anthony Smith's theory of nationaiism is useful in gaining a complementary understanding 

of the modemising hperatives of nationalist movements as well as the lingering influence tradition 

and ethnicity have upon the politics of nationalism. As a potentially powemil social and political 

force, nationalism's immediate goal, especially in colonial societies, is removing the yolk of 

extemal domination. However, that is merely the first step. Their programme of pst-colonial 

modernisation is dependent upon the elite's possession and utilisation of a powerhil military- 

bureaucraüc state that can co-ordinate the consbuction of a modem polity through centraliseci 

political institutions? At the same üme, nationalism is often twisted and altered in important ways 

depending upon the culture in which it is dependent upon for definiüon. Any analysis of the 

organisations and strategies that perpetuate nationalist movements must be integrated with an 

undeatanding of the broder socio~ultural context within which i€ is embedded! 

T Anthony D. Smith, Thmm of  Nafhafism, Second Eaion, (London: Duckworth and Company, t983), p. m. 
8 Ibid., p. mi. 



Refiecting this assertion by Smith, this analysis holds that there are two primary reasons 

for the contempoiary influence the Hindu nationalist movement now possesses. Certainly, there 

are other theones that engage the issue of ethnicity, but they can readily be generalised into two 

schools: the instrumental approach that focuses on the malleability of ethnicity by structural forces 

or by individuals (which include political psychology perspectives and rational choie) and the 

primordial school which emphasises the resistance of cultural inertia to extemal change (which 

also encompasses sociobiology and the family values approach)? 

Instnimentalist perspectives frarne Hindu nationalism in t e n s  of a political ideology mat 

supports a cultural (or ethnic) nationalist agenda through the instruments of modemity and 

syncretic seculansm. This appmach holds elhnicity and culture as a dynamic variable ernbedded 

in a pmcess of modernisation. These "traditionai" forces can be altered by the deliberate choices 

and strategies of powerful elites, political parties and social movements. Instmmentalists tend to 

dismiss the centrality of identity, however, and argue that the targets of political Hinduism, broadly 

conceived of as %e masses". are susceptible to the ideological machinations of influential 

individuals and organisations within the Hindu nationalist movement. 

The approach is inadequate al1 by itseif because it places more emphasis on the 

politicisation of the movements through elite and state lenses over the ineilia of ethnic sentiment, 

which contains within it deeply felt woddviews, beliefs and animosities that are very resilient As a 

result, the second tool that analysts use is a 'primordialist" or historicist perspective that engages 

the cultural rwb, histo rical develo pment and con tem porary trends in lndian state-society relations. 

Culture, ethnicity and history are structural and contextual factors within which Hindu nationalh 

operates and the degree to which its support is based on accepted social and cultural identities 

9 A good summary of the mous  cornpethg and cosperahing theortés on ethnicity are containeci in MTchaei Freeman, 
?heofies of Ettiniaty, Tn'balism and Nationalism,' in Kenneth Christie, ed., Wink CoMrct; TnW p0Rf.h~~: A Abbal 



Fusing these two approaches is necessary to gain a broad based, oornplementary understanding 

of the phenornenon of Hindu nationalism and the impact it may have on the lndian nation-state in 

general. 

The two dominant competing visions of postcolonial lndia - a secular, 'civic" fom of pan- 

lndian nationalism in which all religions are equidistant from the state and an 'eoinic" nationalism 

built arwnd idealised Hindu religious Mie& - originated at approximately the same tirne (in the 

late nineteenth and eady hventieth centuries) as a reaction to, and product of. colonial 

domination.'o Although the pan-tndian naüonalism of the lndian National Congress (INC known 

as the Congress Party or simply Congress upon independence) was to becorne the vanguard 

movement ni the pursuit of sovereignty other forms of nationalist sentiment were by no means 

dormant Hindu natonalism, while unable to compete with the broad legiümacy of the Neh~vian 

proiect for mass support until some time after India's independence, was nonetheless able to 

develop in the background. altering myths and histories in the pursuit of more followers and 

greater support in order to exercise greater power in relation tu the state and society. 

lnspired by the values and practices of the West, the eiites that formed Vie backbone of 

the pan-lndian nationalist movement sought to build a thoroughly modem India. This movement 

was largely composecl of leamed, well established and upper class Hindu males hom Uie northem, 

Hindi-speaking regions, along with an increasingly prosperaus and prominent merchant dass? 

The Hindu nationalist movement had a similar caste and class makeup. As a reaction against 

cdonialisrn each nationalist vision considered the immediate necessities of the independence 

Penpective, (Surrey: Cumn, 1998), pp. 18.30. 
'0 These diierent conceptions of nation-hood were ioined by separatist naüonaiisms, evidenced by the separatist 
demands of the Mush League and various regionaf separam rnovements since independena See khutosh 
Varshney, 'Contested Meanings: India's National fdentity, Hindu Nab'onâTism, and the Politics of Anxeîytb Daedal~s~ 
122 (3), Sumer 1993, pp. 229-230. 



struggle to be the forernost objective for al1 Indians, despite their differences on the means by 

which to achieve it and their ideas about the nature of the postcolonial lndian nation-state. The 

secular nationalist movement was also informed by a number of prominent individuais who came 

to be known as 'Hindu traditionalists," using religious customs and mythologies to mobilise m a s  

support among Hindus? Even Gandhi, the father of lndian secular nationalism, fell back on his 

own Hindu beliefs and refused to separate enürely the "Hindu" h m  India.13 These Iinkages were 

to be a major weakness for the pan-lndian nationalist movement, for the Muslim League was able 

to exploit the perception among many lndian Muslims that the INC was essentially a 'Hindu" 

rnovement and as proof of the inability of the two communities to live together peacef~lly.~~ 

However, their diifferhg vision for an independent lndia was the cause of much 

disagreement and, ultimately, different fortunes. Each toak their own interpretations of India, often 

based on Vie golden age of lndian pre-colonial society, as the basis for their ideological rift. The 

secular view of this period is one in which 'Indian unity was achieved on the basis of pan-lndian 

cultural identity and common civilizational values" l5 - of religious tolerance and co-operation - 

rather than by a political ideology. Through centuries of migrations, invasions, religious 

reformations and changing mantles of civilisational control, lndian society developed deeply 

entrenched stratifications and, at the same time, intedependencies among and between ethnic, 

cultural, linguistic, regional, caste, class and religious lines. lndia was noted for its capacity to 

Anthony D. Smith, Nationafism in trie Twentieth (New York New York University Press, 1979), p. 21. 
Nthough the Indian naîionalist movement -especially the INC - did indude lower-caste ranks, it was mastly a high- 
caste grouping. Hindu nationalist groups were almost exclusiwdy high-caste in compasibion. 
l2 Smilh, Natrona~m in the Twentieth Century, p. 32; se also Sue Ulen M. Charlton, Cornpanhg A&n PoMics: fn&, 
Chrita, and Japan (Boulder: Westview Press, t997), p. 93, 

Maiik and Singh, Mndu Nationafrsts rir India, pp 9, 
Yogendra K Malik and Ohirendra K Vajpeyit The Rise of Hindu MiIitancy: India's Seaiiar I3emocracy at R i s r  

Ashn Sumyt 29 (3), I989p- 323. iageiy due to these types of perceptions, the Muslim League successfiilly 
convinceci aie Briüsh €0 pmon the subcantinent before their departue 
ls Yogendm K Malik and V.B. Singh, Mndu NafhnaIisfs India: The Rise of the Bharatiya Jan& Party, (Baulder: 
WesMew Press, 1994), p. 2 See also Ashis Nandy, The Twilight of Certitudes: Seculan'sm, Hïndu Nationalism and 
m e r  Masks of Deailturabon,' Altematr'vesr 22,199?* pp. 15'7-176- 



assimilate newcomen into a common civilisational ethos. The concept of a "nation' or a "state" 

was considered alien to a land accustomed to diverse fonns of identity and poiiücal organisation. 

Hindu nationalists, on the other hand, saw lndian society as an essential Hindu civilisation 

that had k e n  terrorised by centuries of oppression from outsiders. As opposed to the 

inclusiveness of Gandhi's vision, Hindu nationalism was a reaction b the perception of a 

threatening Dthef  and a growing concem that seailar nationalists were too welcoming of western 

values and traditions that disregarded the cultural and spiritual heritage of Hindu India.I6 This 

vision, based as it was on a parochial, caste-specific woridview, did not initially enjoy any 

significant degree of mass support. The assassination of Gandhi by a member of the RSS in 1947 

did nothing to further their cause. Instead, it was oie INC's version of nation-building that 

ernbraced secularism, brought minoriües into the fold and prornoted economic development and 

equality that led to greater legitimacy for the pan-lndian movement and for the lnaian state. 

Secularism - defined in tems of the equidistance of religions h m  each other rather Man the 

outnght separation of religion and state - was confimed as the lndian nation's comerstone. 

The preference among secular nationalists for a nation-state built on Western ideas - an 

amalgamation of secularised citizens populating a "...specialised, territorîally defined and 

coercivel y mono polistic state.. . v7 - reflected their education and professional vocations which 

were largely forged in anglicised schooIs and the colonial administration. As such, only a strong, 

'supranationai" state built on secular, modem pinciples and committed tu industrial economic 

development (with both liberal and Marxist elements) would best suit an lndian polity characterisad 

by diversity and dissonance. Managing differences among diverse gmups and interests was seen 

l6 Islam is usoally hetd as the most dangerous 'Othef by the nationaiist movement, aIthough Christianity is, h m  tirne 
to lime, also wTied as an invasive religious presenœ- See Sumit Sarkar, The Fascism of the Sangh Panvar,' 
B n o m k  and Political Weeklyt January 30,1993, p. 165- 
rrAnthony D. Smith. State and NafWn in the Thh i  WoM: The Wesfem Stafe and Aiibn Nationafm, New York- S t  
Martin's Press, IW), p. t 7. 



as the only realistic way to ensure stability while advancing an agenda of modernisation and 

development.18 

Moreover, traditional sources of identity, includïng ethnicity, language and religion, were 

downplayed by the independence movement It was initially hoped that an independent lndia built 

on the principles of modem seculathn would engage India's diverse population in the exercise of 

political will, bring them above parochial traditional identities and fumer strengthen both the unity 

of the country and the nationafist ethos which held it together. The desires of the elite nationalkt 

class notwithstanding, the Împerative to 'modernisen in the classical western sense was diluted to 

an extent by lndian cultural traditions. Indeed, as Smith argues, 'in few non-western areas can a 

secular nationalism afford to ignore or oveFride pre-industrial attachments."'g Due to the deep 

penetraüon of religion into almost every aspect of lndian society and the resulting impossibility of 

separating it from politics altogether, the secular foundation of the lndian nation-state envisioned 

by pan-lndian nationalists was not an exact copy of western ideas about secularism and state- 

society relations.20 It was defined in the lndian Constitution as equal tolerance and respect for 

religious beliefs, or an "area in which Government, the political parties and the people ... work 

together to find a happy balance between religious beliefs and conscience on the one hand and 

the demands of the modem society on the otherP21 

Thus, white the impemtives of lndian culture and society were recognisad, India's nation- 

builders also deemed it necessary to balance tradition with the principles and laws of the nation- 

state to reduce the preponderanœ of religion in society ni the long4erm.P These traditional 

'8 Ahil KohiÏ, D e m y  and DrScuntent !Ma's GmWg Crisi3 of GovemabiRy, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Presse 1990). pc 4. 
19 Smith, Nafhnalm rir the Twentieth Centucy, p- 33- 

Maük and Vajpeyi, The Rise of Huidu Mnitancy," p p  309-31 O- 
n A. Sahay, dkd in ibid., p. 309. 

Chrirtpphe J M o t ,  Tlie Hhdu Nabona/ïit Movement b India, (New York Corurnbia Univenity Press, 1996). p. 
102 



imperatives proved difficult b sweep under the mg, though, and combined with changes in the 

political context would play a considerable part in the rise of Hindu nationalism as an important 

movement in contemporary lndian politics. 

I l  THE POUTICS OF HMDU NATIONALJSM 

Founded by elite Brahminical (upper caste) Hindu groups in northem lndia in the early Mentieth 

century. the Hindu nationalist movement has grown tom a confusedl fiedgling participant to a 

major actor on the stage. The significance of the movement. which is composed of a variety of 

difreflt social, cultural and political organisations cwrdinated through the Sangh Parivar and its 

lead outfit the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS. or National Volunteer Organisation), lies in 

its stated objectives. The Sangh Parivar seeks to reshape lndian culture. society and politics 

thmugh redesigning the religious and social structures of Hinduism into a politically malleable and 

resonant vehicle. 

Although the Hindu nationalist movement has developed a highly intricate ideological 

framework. it is difficult to disregard the cultural and political context within which an ideology must 

operate. I hope to demonstrate here that any analysis of the politics of Hindu nationalism must 

engage both its historical and cultural dimensions and the pmcess of modernisation in lndia as 

well as the ideological and institutional consolidation that the movement has embarked on b 

struggle for a central position on an increasingly cmwded political stage. From this appmach, it is 

evident that the Hindu nationalist movement and its strategies of ideological consolidation, ethna- 

religious mobilisation and party construction work in tandem with the growing crisis of ffie nation- 

state in India. As the abiiity of the seculat state to impartïally deliver on the rising expectations of 

its ciüzens declines. an increasingly conscious and mobilised population tums to the Sangh 



Parivar's maloritarian solutionsP nie RSS and its family of Hindu nationalist organisations, which 

now include fi@ or more political, socio-culral and paramilitary gmups with a known support 

base into the tens of millions, had been sidelined far sometime by aie hegemony of Congress and 

state secularism. However, decades of intemal organisational consolidation and the development 

of po pulist mobilisation strateg ies now appeal to a politically mo bilised yet dislocated electorate 

disenchanted with continuing deprivation and unceriainty that have gone along with a state under 

heavy institutional and political strain. 

A. A Bnef History of Hindu Nafionalism 

The Hindu nationalist movement at its genesis was strongly concemeci about foreign influences in 

India. The Arya Samaj, perhaps the first organiseci Hindu nationalist group, was opposed to the 

penefration of western culture in lndia - namely the British Crown and proselytising missionanes - 

on the grounds that it was materialist, dogmatic and shallow. On the other hand, India's 

Hinduness was idealised as spiritually and morally advanced due to its ancient rwts, its lack of a 

monoaieistic, rigid orthodoxy and its open yet assimilative and adaptive qualities? Subsequent 

incarnations - including the Brahmo Samaj, the Hindu Mahasabha and, most notably, Vie core 

uimponents of aie Sangh Parivar (the RSS, the VHP and the BJP) - have continueci their 

opposition b the policies and preferences of lndian secularism that, in lheir eyes. generates 

policies that unfairly favour minorifies and distort the lndian political system Uimug h minority Vote 

banks." 

The inherent oneness of Hinduisrn and india creates an ideological woridview bat 

supports Ihe sügmatisaüon of an 'Othef VntualIy every minority group or religion which 

23 Eric Kolodner, The PoMcal Ecanomy of the Rise and Fail (?) of Hindu Nationaiim,," Journalof Contemparary Mat 
25 (2). 1995, p. 238. 



professes to have developed in lndia (Sikhkm and Buddhism for example) are considered to be 

essentially Hindu; on the other hand. Islam and Chktianity are thought of as pemicious foreign 

influences that seek to convert Hindus by whatever means necessary to their fold and destabilise 

Indian society, much like they are thought to have done for centun6s. a me Sangh Parivar 

especially singles out the now over 110 rnillionstrong Muslim minority with a campaign of 

stigmatisation that disregards the divenities inherent within the Musiim cornmunity and constmcts 

it as a threat to vulnerable Hindus and their sacred country. The secularism institutionalised by the 

Congres Party in the transition to independence has, they argue, become a 'pseudo-secular" 

exercise in pandering to religious minonties and regional diversities, thus neglecting and 

threatening the Hindu majority and the country's security. More recently, separaüst violence in the 

Punjab, Assam and Kashmir has fuelled the reactionary. anti-ûther rhetoric of the Sangh Parivar. 

Its leaders have attacked govemment counter-niçurgency efforts that usually have some 

accommodative dimension as weak sell-outs of the Hindu populations of those states. 

The institutional development of the Sangh Parivar and its ideological programme of 

Hinduîva into a co-ordinated cultural nationalist movement and the decline of the institutional 

guardians of Nehmvian secular democratic development (wifnessed by Indira and Rajiv Gandhi's 

fiirtaüons with narcissistic authoritarianism) has had profound implications. The Sangh Parivar's 

conception of a Hindu lndia sbikes at the very heart of the state-society relations in supposedly 

seailar India. The split beheen communal and smlar  brings painful histories out of the closet, 

especially those sumunding the trauma of Partition, and significanff y divides lndian society. It has 

exploded recently ove? highly charged symbdic issues. The most significant was the destruction 

of Ayodhyars Babri Masiid by a group of organised Hindu militants in 1992, reflectïve of an 



increase ni Hindu-Muslim clashes Viroughout lndia over the last ten years. The mosque's m n g ,  

conducted on the gmunds that the moque was built upon the birthplace of tard Rama, a major 

deity in the Hindu pantheon, unleashed some of the blmdiest communal riots in lndia sinœ 

Partition. Other sites of communal bloodletting include cities throughout the Hindi heartland, 

including major religious or political flashpoints such as Delhi or Varanasi. industrial areas in 

Gujarat and even Bombay or southem regions considered to be resistant to communal 

conflagrations. Hindu-Muslim violence, temple controversies. anger over a separate civil code for 

Hindus and Muslims, anticaw slaughter campaigns and bittemess over the govemment's handling 

of the insurrection in Kashmir have al1 helped generate a majoritarian Hindu constituency of great 

use during general elections when such issues can take centre stage. 

8. Hisoncisi Inteqmtaiions: Accepting the lmporfance of Culture and Tiadition 

It is unwise to enürely discount culture in comparative political analysis, especially in light of the 

ongoing debate between tradition and modemity. In fact, a useful way to h m e  the distinction 

between the secular, pan-lndian nationalists and their Hindu revivalist counterparts is to conceive 

of the matter as a clash between differing modernisation processes that must contend with the 

resistance offered by traditional identities and authorities, complicaüng the process of nation- 

building. The deep religious and cultural affiliations that penrade Indian society are an 

inescapable fact. and have equally inescapable implications for Vie conduct of politics and the 

programme of modernisation. Although the competing nationalist movements are committed to 

the sanctity of India's borders (a theme in which Vie noüon of India's 'sacreci geography" is 

embedded). Hùidutva fuses the 3acredn geography of lndia with an idealised fms on religion 

25 AShutosh Varshney, 'Battling the Past Forging a Future? Ayoâhya and Beyonr ùi Ph@ Oldenburg, ed., lndb 
Bni,fing 1993, p. 26. 



rather than on a broadly based interpretation of lndian culture indusive of Muslim and Christian 

identities lhat is supported by secular nationa1ists.x What Sudhir Kakar calls a Primordialist" 

analysis of Hindu nationalism emphasises this point, examining the importance of the undedying 

psychological, h is toh l  and socio-political monance of the Hindu identity that serves as a 

foundation for much of lndian society. 

The historicist approach places the most expianatory value on aie stages of social and 

political development within India. Although a systematic exploration of the religious aspects of 

Hinduism is not Vie intent of this work. it is important to briefly mention the nature of the religion 

and its socio-cultural base in order to analyse how the Hindu nationalist rnovement has risen to 

prominence. It has used a pick-and-choose tedinique of redefining the parameters of Hinduism 

into a malleable f o n  conducive to its own interests, which are derived from a the perspective of its 

founding elites - Brahminical, upper-class males Rom the Hindi heartfand. 

The Hindu nationalist movernent's objectives are to redefine the parameters of Hinduism 

into a vehicle for political and cultural control. As opposed to its Semitic counterparts, Hinduism is 

an inherentiy diverse religion that has no single religious scfipture or ecclesiastical authofity. It is 

characterised by a divergence h beliefs, philosophies and value schemes that defy the 

developrnent of a single Kindamentai" religious consciousness. The caste system is a source of 

social stability and continuity for the religion. Before the incursions h m  the Muslim world and the 

West, the caste system fostered the integration of outsiders into the prevailing socio-cultural 

system and thus Ihe religion had no original conception of a threatening 'Othef since foreign 

influences weie al1 assumed to be capable of assimilation into the broader civiiisaüon. 

26 Varshney, 'Contest Meanings,' pp. 235-236. 



The very term "Hindu" was originally used by other civilisations in reference to the people 

that Iived beyond the lndus River. and became synonymous wilh the religious beliefs of the upper 

caste Brahminic gmups of lndia after medieval invaders and migrants had made established 

contact with the region. Bnüsh colonialism only accelerated this process as missionaries and 

colonial administraton sought to understand the prevailing religious order along the lines of a 

centralised, 'classicai" Hinduism which ocaipied a sacred geography in the subcontinent and was 

fused together by certain te& and Brahminical high culture? The impact of medieval and 

colonial extemal influences demonstrates that religion does not exist in a vacuum. While 

Hinduism remains characterised by its diversity, fiexibility and capacity for assimilaüon, the forces 

of historical and social change have had an indelible impact on its structures, belief systems and 

poliücs. The Sangh Parivah idea of modernisation is an extension of idealised, Brahminical 

Hinduism. 

The Hindu nationalist movement draws its strength tom a deep well of support for Hindu 

traditions and a recognisable Hindu core Ri hdian society. While Hinduism is a diverse religion 

and categorising it can prove to be 'messy," the basic definition of the religion is one that is 

steeped in the percepüon of its adherentsr identity and cirwmstance. There seems to exist a 

twofold sense of centroperiphery confiict and continuity that indicaies a 'ramer continuous 

civilizational structure that is recognizably Indian ..."le The fact that Hindus consider themsehies to 

be Hindus and part of a greater whole may be the most important comerstone of the religion and 

of its political cornplicatïons.~ 

a Jaffiebt, The Mndu Nafionafrst Mowment in Indi& pp. 1-5, Hansen, fhe Saffion Wave, pp. 656L 
28 Cynfttia Keppely Mahmood, 'Reaiinking [n&n Comrnunalism: Culture and Counter-Culture,' Man S m y ,  33 0, 
1993, p, 730. 
29 Ibid., p, 726. 



The members of the Sangh Parivar themselves share the view that precolonial lndian 

history was a cohesive, diverse and adaptive 'civilizational* society3" However, they do not 

separate lndia h m  Hindu. While more radical Hindu nationalffts have argued since the beginning 

of the movement that Hinduism was the keystone of lndian society, moderate elements have also 

found this argument more appealing as of late. In an increasingly polarised communal 

environment. many Hindus (which tend to be treateâ as a homogenous group), are said to be 

beginning to believe that the historic roots of their religion, and the civilisation which it founded and 

suçtained, have been neglected. Moreover. Kakar's treatment of the psychological roots of 

communal violence in lndia makes the useful point that ethno-religious identities have, in fact, 

existed for hundreds of yean in India. Various communities are raised on the deeply held and 

shared values of their parücular ethnic or religious heritage. Communal confrontation can develop 

when these societies corne face to face with trends and pressures from without. changing their 

dynamic and dividing them along communal lines as latent identities Rare into confiict. Kakar 

contends that secularists in lndia underestimate the power of these communal identities while 

Hindu nationalists overestimate the degree of doctrinal divergence and enrnity between Hindus 

and Muslims? 

Current analysis of the Hindu nationalist movement has also raised the critical point that 

lndia is at a juncture in its social and political development which is amenaMe to the rise of ethno- 

religious revivalism. From a modernisation perspective, lndian society has undergone a 

phenomenal degree of change as local, regional and global trends and pressures influence the 

context of politics and culture. KohlW analysis of the bngovemability' of the lndian nation-state is 

important in this regard, for eroding state institutions and public confidence in Uie levers of 

3 Malik and Singh, Mndu Naibnalkists h Indk p. 2 
3 Kakar, Wrs of Vmknce, pp. ix-x, 16-21. 



govemrnent power and promises fuel the growth of pamchial or destabilising forces? Hindu 

nationalism has drawn much support h m  those dissatisfied with the uncertainty of Indian politica1 

institutions to help lndians realise matenal and politicai imperatives. Similariy, Hansen's work on 

Hindu nationalism treats the movement as a populist phenornenon which is moving into the 

vacuum created by the deterioration of Indiars political institutions and exploiting the gnawing 

cynicism which has begun to set in as ising expecbtions are not met? Hindu nationalism has an 

impact at this level because it aims its programme of Hindutva at those most displaced by social 

change, atternpting to attract them with the '..implied belief that majority can sanction the sacrifice 

of equity." 

A criücal tuming point in lndian politics which is refiective of this trend was lndira Gandhi's 

style of quasi-authontarian govemrnent, which effecüvely backfired. In an attempt to 

instituüonalise her own power and cult of personality, lndira Gandhi destroyed the Congress' ability 

to represent diverse opinions and communities, rooted out its intemal dynamism and propped it up 

as a populist party which sought to exploit both communal and secular identities in the quest for 

votes. This developrnent fragmenteci the hegemony of Congress and resulted in the rapid 

proliferation of opposition movements, political parties and interest groups bat anchored 

themselves in particular identities and interests that Congress had been perceived as neglecting or 

abusin935 It was fertile ground for the planting of the Hindutva seed. After all. nationalist groups 

almost always take advantage of latent hostilities and dissatisfaction with goveming authorities to 

press their case. 

32 Kohli, Democracy and Dikmntent, 
marnas Biom Hansen, The SMun W a v ~  Democracy and Mndu Nathonaikm Modem India, (Princeton: Princeton 
Uniuersity P m r  1999), pp. 4-5. 

Sudïpta Kavirai, 'CMs of the Nation-state in India,' Poirm'cal Analysb, 42,1994.1 1HZ9- 
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C. The Insfrumentalist Approach: ldedogy, Party Buiidiing, Mobilisation and ElecoraI Politks 

Although it M e s  mot in a parücular context, Hindutva is a systematic politicai ideolog y thomug hly 

rooted in modemist pragmatism. Through years of constnicting a poIitically salient ideofogy 

Hindutva exploits the poteot value of an altered history. a stigmatised "enemy" that is the source of 

the Hhdu community's alienation, fear and humiliation and its right to inherit a glorious future 

rerniniscent of a 'golden age." At the same time, Hindu nationalists have becorne adept at uülising 

the structures and language of modem lndian politics to advance their objectives, exposing the 

rnovement to certain challenges but also delivering tangible results in their objective to expand 

their support base and contest elections against the traditional parties of lndian politics frorn a 

more confident footing. 

The reinterpretation of history -painting lndian society as synonymous with Hindu culture 

while developing the image of a powerkil Toreignn cultural menace - is a key aimponent of the 

ideological perspective. The nationalkt discourse is a reinterpretation of Hindu history and culture 

h m  an upper caste elite perspective, rife with invented mythologies and threat perceptions, 

altered histories and syncretic behaviour that adapts more politically convenient dimensions of 

other religions (such as the glorification of a certain text, like the Vedas, or a rnonotheistk appeal) 

to mobilise mass support and argue that their vision is truiy seailar. It politicises the concept of 

the M e r  while, in essence, redefining Hinduism b '...assimilating those cultural features of the 

OUien which were regarded as prestigious and efficacious in order b regain selfesteem and 

resist the Othecs more effectiveLyF The Wshwa Hindu Parishad (VHP - World Hindu Congress) 

is an institutional manifestation of this imperative, for its funcUons resemble that of a central 

religiow authonty which brings togefier prominent sadhus and sants (Hindu holy men). expatriate 

Hindus and others dedicated to the cause to bring about a hatiooal Hinduism* that is 



standardised. hornogenised and rationalised." It seeks to overcome Hinduism's diversity in an 

attempt to constnict and define a pditically salient community that relies on a consbucted sense of 

identity . 

Hindutva is claimed to be the only tnie "seculaf way in India. The litecature of the 

nationalist movement consistenff y mentions seculatism in the same breath as a perceived negled 

of the Hindu population, including the following passage from the BJP: 

When Hindus realized that pseudo-secularism had reduced them to a role of an innocent 
bystander in the game of politics, they demanded a tnie secularism where every religious 
group would be lreated that same and a gouemment would not take Hindu sentiments for 
granteci. Hindutva awakened the Hindus to the new wodd order where nations represented 
the aspirations of people uniteci in history, culture. philosophy, and hemes. Hindutva ... took 
the idol of lsrael and made Hindus realize that their lndia could be just as great and could 
do the same for them also? 

According to Ashis Nandy, evoking secularism gives Hindu nationalist groups the ability !O 

rationalise an inherently inational and traditional phenomenon, which makes it easier to 

manipulate politically and '...contest for the allegiance of the decultured. aie atomized, the 

massified.*Jg It becornes an instrument in a political ideology to gather support h m  a society in a 

state of tumioit. 

For these reôsons it is considered to be an ideological, cultural nationalkm rather Vian a 

VieocraEc or fundamentalist religious movement In oVier words, it is the very definition of a 

modern political phenomenon. It seeks to glorify its versions of Hindu culture (which is more 

appealing to the diverse masses of Hindus) by incorporathtg the structures and terminology of 

modemism and secularism. Contrary to the realities of Hindu beliefs and Indian socio-cultural 

" JaffieIot, nie Hindu Nahonafi& Mivernent IR India, p. 6. " Hansen, The Saffion Wave, pp. 101-102 
Mir Megtiani, 'Hinduhm: The Great Nationalist Idwlogy," Online, BBharaüya Janata Party web site, 

ww.bjp.orgiphiCo.htrn. Acçessed Mar191 28,1999. 
39 Nandy, The Tindight of Certitudew p. f 69. Intemngly, Naidy ohrs üie argument that Hindutva represents the 
'deattiIC of Hinduism, for it not onIy a means of rallyîng Hiidus around a constnided ptatbmr but alsa a critique of 



practices, the Hindu nationalist movement seeks to create, in Rajni Kolhari's teminology, % 

synthetic majority" which hnscends the fragmentations of ethnicity, language, region. caste, 

gender and c1ass.M 

The appeal of this ideolagical alternative means that Hindu nationalisrn is not simply a 

pasçing phase in India's political and social devebpment Nor is it an obscure or unorganised 

amalgam of fnnge groups lackhg in any signifiant mass support It is an increasingly powerful 

and resonant voice in lndian poliücs supported by extensive networks among well organisai Hindu 

naüonalist groups in the Sangh Parivar and developed over the years through strategic ideological 

construction and poiitical mobilisation. 00th proponents and opponents of Hhdu nationalisrn 

agree on the ends of the movement: to essentially remake lndian society. Yet power over the 

political institutions of the lndian nation-state and an attempt to codify the tenets of Hindutva into 

govemment policy are just one aspect of this pmcess. The deeper, more difficult pmcess is the 

transfomafion of lndian society through the strategic r~conceptualisation of Hinduism as a 

monotheistic, proselytising and centraliseci religious and political force. 

Institutionally, the BJP has emerged as the front-ninner for translating popular support in$ 

political power. Socially, the RSS, VHP and other constituent members of the Sangh Parivar are 

continuing with their strategy of building up weli-organised, disciplined oetworks of cadres and 

ideologues and spreading the message among the masses. According to lndia Today, the 

declared membership of the Sangh Parivar numben over 54 million, including 17 million 

"traceabV 8JP members and 125,000 RSS shakas (quasi-pararnlitary centres of organisation 

and discipline where recniits are given Hindutva training and encuuraged to do tornrnunitf 

service). The VHP is more nebutous because it has no official membership list but t is 

those aspects of Hlnduism that the architeck of Hindutm most dehest (Le., the religion's pecœived wahess against 
forwgn Muences and its overwtiehing dlvecsity mat defies cenbaf authority and organisation). 



considered to be 'massive."4~ Such numbers are illustrative of the organised manpower the 

Sangh Parivar can count on to take part in agitations and pressure campaigns against local, state 

and central govemments in addition to the resources available to spread the Hindutva word. The 

consolidation of these tightiy knit cells of activity, the widespread and gmwing membership of the 

Sangh Parivar's constituent organisations and the recent inclusion of a skable number of 

respected lndian amy officers, diplomats and career civil servants inb the ranks of the BJP is a 

sign that the Hindu nationalist movement is attracüng critical support h m  both the traditionally 

militant ranks as well as the technocratie elite within the lndian bureaucracy. 

The Sangh Panvar utilises the structures of the lndian democracy, such as political partias 

and interest groups, and the laquage of secularism, unity and equality to advance their Hindutva 

agenda. In contrast to hndamentalist groups in the Islarnic worid, Hindu nationalisrn has accepteci 

the ideal and mechanisms of liberal democracy and worked through it to gain popular support and 

challenge for a Say in policy making? They were on the frwitline of the anti-Emergency 

movement in the late 1970s and afterwards exploited the decline of secularism's supposed 

guardian, the Congres3 The Sangh Parivar has time and again portrayeci itself as the bue 

guaranior or "democracy" and "secularismn in India, and was more adept at wielding this argument 

after the Emergency period as many of its prominent leaders, including much of the cumnt BJP 

leadership, were irn prisoned for an ti-lndira activities. 

Allhough it received some cornpetition fiom the increasingly populist policies of the 

Congress in the 1980s, the Sangh Parivar was able to start building Hindu 3ote banks" long 

Rajni Kothari, 'Ctass and Communalism in India,' Economic and PaIitrcal Weskly, ikœfnûer3, f988, p. 2592 
41 Sumit Witra and Harhder 8aweia, 'RSS on üte Rampage," ln& Todayt 28 SepOember, p. 21. 
4 K Raghavendra Rao, "ReiÏgion, Stak and Society in Indk Theory versus Reality," in Neera Chandhoke, ed.. 
Understanding the M-CoIoniaf World: Theory and Meuiodt (New Delhi: Sterling Publishers, 1 W), p. 139- 

In this iight, tfie Gandhi dynasîy is a major contributor to the dedine of SeCufanSm Ui indian mety and potih'cs. See 
Ayesha Mal, ûemocracy and Authorifafimisrn in Saufh As& A Cornpmtk and K&onW P e ~ s p f k ,  (Cambridge: 



before the 1998 elections as a result of which it fomed a coalition govemment The movement as 

a whole was instrumental in dispersing their ideology and exploiting divisions within secular forces 

to take the lead mle in communal politics Their cal[ for "value-bas& politics was aimed at setting 

itself apart h m  a demonstrably weaker and corruption riddled Congressa Indeed, the dispute 

over Ayodhya was exploited by the Sangh Parivar to take advantage of the potentially rich Hindu 

vote banks which had opened up as a result of the bloodshed. The salience of the communal 

issue cannot be denied. Since it is a central issue in Indian politics bday the ability of a large, 

relatively popular political party such as the BJP to extract some political benefit tom the 

communal divide is not insignifwnt. The Ayodhya dispute, the lslamic insurgency in the 

embattled state of Jammu and Kashmir, cow slaughter, the reservations system far lowerxaste 

Hindus and an ongoing debate over the nature of lndian civil law and its wual application to al1 

lndians (regardless of religion) have all been taken up by the BJP as contentious issues for 

discussion on the national stage. 

Morwver, BJP victones in state assemblies with the support of well established networks 

of Sangathanist groups has revealed much about the importance of Hindutva at a political level. 

BJP governments in several heartland states has seen a shift in educaüon policy to reflect Hindu 

nationalist ideology while some govemments have been auxised of either allowing communal dots 

to take their $II on the minonty population or even encourage state-level security forces to join in 

violence against Ihem. The example of Shiv Sena, a militant Hindu nationalist organisation in 

Maharashtra, serves as a useful illustration. Under its leader Bal Thackeray (a ffindu chauvinist 

firebrand who has admitted his 'admiration' for Hitier), Shiv Sena has evolved h m  a regionalist, 

pro-Marathi incarnation b an important member of the Sangh Parivar. It rode the wave of Hindu 

CarnbrÎdge University Press, 1995). pp. 233-245- Hansen and Jaffkfot ah engage fie Usue of seailakm and b 
rise and dedine comprehens~y. 



nationalist feivour that swept across the country in 1992, and has since been able to take aintrol 

of the state govemment and effectively implement itç own agenda. Shiv Sena '...now finds itself 

the dominant political force in the state of Maharashtra, with a ready capacity to incite widespread 

violence, extract rents, and shape public policy and legislative initiatives" The power of Hindu 

nationalist discoune and its wide support as a result has penitted it to act with relative irnpunity 

vis à vis the state's political institutions while using those aspects of state power ta pmmote its 

own agenda. It is indicative of the type of governance that proceeds the installation of militant 

Hindu nationalist gmups inb positions of power. 

At the same time, while the Hindu nationalist movement has extracted some political gain 

from communal issues, it has also demonstrateci rernarkable Rexibility and prag matism in order to 

maximise its political gains." The BJP, the only official political party among the ranks of the 

Sangh Parivar, has especially proven to be an innovative and enthusiastic participant in the Indian 

political proœss. Rather than rejecting the principles and institutions of a democratic system 

inspired and largely designed by colonial administrators and their Indian pupils. the BJP has 

engaged in ekctoral politics on a highly pragmatic and skilful basis. 

Shaila Seshia's analysis of the BJP's recent successes in the elecüons of Febniary, 1998 

is highly instructive in this regard. Since the late 1980s, the BJP has been able to capitalise on 

certain factors that were largely beyond ethno-nationalist politics. For the most ment  general 

elecüons in 1998, popular hstraüon and disillusionment with a dilapidated, comipt and apparantly 

nidderless Congress and the BJP's emphasis on cornmon-sense issues - corruption, political 

stability, development, economic liberalisation and national security fw instance - held more 

lbid., p. 1040. 
Mary Fainsod KatzensteÏri, Uday Singh Mehta and Usha Thakkar, The Rebirttt of Shiv Sena: The Symbiosis of  

Discursive and Otgankational Powet,* The Joumal of Askm SWrest 56 (2), May t99T. p. 371. 
46 Ses hi& 'Dlvlde and Rule in lndian Party Politics," p. 1Mt-2 043- 



resonance than its Hindu nationalist agenda? For examplet the BJP has thruwn its weight behind 

the liberalisation process despite opposiüon from other rnembers of the Sangh Parivar, most 

notably the R S W  As such, it has courted the support cf the large lndian middle class which is 

more supportive of India's liberalisation efforts than the hard-liners in the RSS, the religious 

cummunity and those political forces representing the lower classes and castes. The Hindu 

nationalists' traditional emphasis on naticmal security found a secular following as well, for the 

BJP's hard-line on the status of Kashmir in the lndian federation and its widely publicised intent to 

declare India's nucleat capability were attractive features of the BJP's manifesto mat addressed 

fearç of a hostile reg- ional neig hbourhoad inimical to India's "nationar interests. 

III. CHALLENGES FOR THE SANGH PARIVAR: THE DIVISIVENESS OF INDIAN ELECTORAL POUTICS 

The above might be overstating the ability of Hindu nationalists to take effective contra1 of the 

levers of state, however. The reality is somewhat more texturad, mainly because the nationalist 

movement itself is divided between moderate and more extreme wings due to the imperatives of 

democratic politics. After ail, to sucœssfully con test elections characterised b y an increasing ly 

fiagmented yet mobilised polity, the movement must necessarily moderate itself. Through this 

process, the intemal divisions within the Hindu religion becorne apparent, and so do the 

institutionaI cleavages between different rnembers of Vie Sangh Parivar. 

The persistent aistability of coalition govemment in India is usefut in illustrating the point 

that the Hindu nationalist movement exists in a vastiy dierent pditical context h m  that which it is 

accustomedt The BJPts electocaC success in the 22th Lokh Sabha elections of 1998 was a resuft of 

ShaiIa Seshia, 'Divide and Rub in indian fWy Poiitics. The Rise of the Bhamfip Janata Party: Man Survey, 38 
(1 t), 1998, pp, 1040.1049. 

Jaffifelot, The Hindu Nati9narcst Mowment lit Incikat p. 544. Th- is a great deai of debate within the Sangh Parivar 
between mYadesCli (a G a n d h b  notion of indigenous production and devefopment) and Gberalisaëon. The BJP has 



its ability to cobble together electoral coalitions in regions and canstituencies in which it was 

demonstrably weaker (such as the southem states and p r e r ,  rural areas). This reffects the trend 

towards greater local and reg ional influence in Indian politics as the states become more important 

in the federal equation, as well as the greater cogence of heretofore disadvantaged groups such 

as the Dalits (sometimes known as OBCs or Other Backwards Castes), Schedules Castes and 

non-Hindu minonties in lndian politics. As Kohli points out, lndian politics is now charactefiseci by 

the acute dilemma of 'how to maintain ...p ower while fending off or accammodating the growing 

demands of power blocs in the polity."49 

Coalitions limit the influence the other members of the Sangh Parivar can have at a 

govemmental level. The BJP has always been a more moderate element of oie Sangh Parivar, 

and through its chansmatic and historically moderate leader, Vajpayee, its 13 month coalition 

govemment had to negotiate the demands of the RSS and the VHP on communal issues, the 

problems posed by various coalition partnen and the spectre of a resurgent Congress Party with 

Sonia Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi's widow, at the helm. 

Moreover, Hinduisrn is intenpened with divisions on ethnic, linguistic, regional and caste 

lines. A Brahminical, middlôdass movement canno t effectivel y promote its interpretation of 

"Hindu" without encountering these inherent divisions and disagreements For instance, the 

pmblem of caste has been a major irnpediment to the construction of a single Hindu nationalist 

sentiment, forsone of the fundamental dificulties for the BJP is how to mobilise Hîndu sentiments 

without inffaming the question of casteF OBCs. Scheduled Castes, Tribals and others lower on 

the nings of lndian society are in the rnajority in India, and their increasîng democraüsation means 

pubMy announceci its support of economic Iiberalisation with same Swadeshi reservations intended to molKy 
resistance h m  the harbliners in the RSS and other anti-liberaiisation graups. 

Kohl, Democracy and Dhntent ,  p. 16- 
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Bey are altogether more important The rapid proliferation of politicai parües cornmithi to causes 

of the lower castes demonstrates that 1 is increasingly dïfficult for a single party with a communal 

agenda to win convincing majorities at the Centre. 

Thus, the inherent instability of lndian coalition politics presents a major challenge to the 

Sangh Parivar. It is difficult for the BJP to win a majority, and to survive in office it must moderate 

its policies and accept the input of its coalition partnen. The necessity of moderation suits many 

of the BJP's more liberal members but heightens ideological diferences within the parly and 

causes fnction with the Hindutva stalwarts of the RSS, the VHP and other more came but 

dedicated "nonpoliticai" groups such as organised labour and student groups. In general, the 

Sangh Parivar seemed fairly upset with the Vajpayee govemment's tenure, taking direct aim at the 

BJP for its pro-liberalisation preferences and criticising the appointment of liberal moderates to the 

inffuential portfolios at the Ministry of Extemal Affairs ( M a )  and Finance. It demanded a greater 

share in decision making at both the Centre and in the several BJP-led state govemments, 

fnistrating the efforts of BJP offkials and senior civil servants attempting to keep the Vajpayee 

govemment together. n i e  Sangh Parivar, with its Taliban-like adherence to ideology, tums its 

back on the fact that its Yamily mernber', the BJP, is not in power on its own but in coalition with 18 

partners. some of whom swear by socialisrn while some others stand by the regional agenda."sl 

It is evident mat if lndian political culture has not yet grasped the subtieties of coalition 

politics, the Sangh Parivar refuses to do so despite the clear realities of lndian politics today. 

There is an important motivation behind this behaviour, however: the RSS' refusal ta openly 

declare k l f  a politicaI party is a long-standing policy which se& to insulate it h m  the very 

moderating influences that are causing the BJP to subtfy move away h m  its Hindutva manifesta 

5' M i t a  and Baweja, 'RSS an the Rarnpage,* p. 24. 



and maximise the utility of a division of labour within the Sangh Panvar. Nevertheles, the ability 

of the Hindu nationalist movement to exercise power is limited to some degree by the infighting 

that seems set to continue between its moderate and hard-line wings, especially over the critical 

policy choices New Delhi must make on the progress of economic reforms and the changing 

nature of India's foreign and security policies. 

CONCLUSION 

The trend towards the communalisation and criminalisation of lndian politics - witnessed through 

the grovvth of narrowly conceived political gmups along sectarian lines, the increasingly strong 

roots of corruption throughout the public sector and the violence that may anse as a result - is 

recognised as a major threat to the contemporary lndian nation-state. They are but symptoms, 

however. of a nationstate that is in the throes of a structural crisis of govemance and 

expectations. It struggles to effect progressive change and deliver on the expectations of its 

citizens for political stability and economic prosperity. The state continues to use what some 

criticise as outmoâed institutions and strateg ies whose socio-political context seems to have 

evolved past the point of being able to use them constructively for India's new challenges Hindu 

nationalism is seen by many in lndia as a majoritarian solution to the crisis that offers stability and 

security. However, in reality l simply draws upon the same sources of crisis and instability. It is 

an imagined sense of majority and a synthetic homogeneity that has risen in the ranks rather than 

a genuhe m a s  movement with any real depth. It is more a modem, parochial construct than a 

primordial force that unifies the total Hindu population. 

The significance of a Hindu naüonalist mouement that has learned to interface with the 

lndian political system in the pursuit of its political and materiai objectives should not be taken 

lightly. The nudear tests of May. 1998 and the BJPrs steadfast adfierence to a market 



liberalkation strategy have dernonstrated its ability to both advance the objectives of Hindutva as 

well as moderate its policies to act on behalf of broader interest formations. On the other hand, it 

could also be indicative of the pressure of lndian social forces on the movement After all, the 

surg-e in Hindu nationalist sentiment cannot necessarily be cause to predict the total transformation 

of the lndian state into a Hindu rashka. The experiences of the (now ershihile) BJP coalition and 

its predecesson indicates that the atornisation of the Indian poiitical culture and the proliferation of 

interest groups and political parties will present formidable obstacles to the formation of stable 

single party majodty govemments. The Sang h Parivar cannot get everything on its wish list As 

long as they continue to operate within the confines of India's democracy, Hindu nationalist 

governments will be forced to moderate their policy agendas or risk losing the support of essential 

goveming partners. 

While this may mean that the lndian political landscape has enough diversity built into it to 

prevent communal forces fiom possessing absolute power, the instability of lndian politics for the 

foreseeable Mure rnay only exacerbate the crisis of the lndian nation-state as the potential for 

change and renewal are neglected while political tumoil accderates and demands to be resolved 

in the short-tem. Although the BJP may subscribe to the importance of building a strong political 

party to engage in elections despite the penalty of moderation, the RSS and the rest of the Sangh 

Parivar are under no such compulsions. Their insufation h m  lndian democratic politics, derived 

h m  closed, highly opaque institutional and social structures, muld be critical to underminhg a 

secular and dernocratic lndia through long-terni sociai manipulation and change. The prospects 

for Hindu authoritarianism, both at the political levei and in lndian society at large, point to 

concerns over the impact Hindu nationalism might have on IndiaYs interna1 stabiîii and its mle in 

the South Asian regionai security dynamic. In this case, the aireat to democracy and the 

implications for South Asian peaœ and security in an era of increasing cmss-border 



interpenetraüon are serious despite lndiars demonstrateci historical resistance to authantananism 

and its careful orchestration of relations with its immediate neighbours. This necessarily effects 

the future of both the intemal and foreign and defence poiicies of the lndian state. These issues 

will be the locus of discussion for the cemainder of the thesis. 



CHAPTER 2 
BLOOD AND SAFFRON: H~NDU NATIONAUSM AND ETHNIC CONFUCT IN INDIA 

This chapter seeks to examine the place of Hindu nationalism within the larger scope of ethnic 

conflict in hdia. Hindu nationalism has corne to occupy part of the political and social space of the 

nation's imagination. As both a deteminant and a tesult of the rise of ethnie politics in India, the 

movement is a key factor in the dynamics of ethnic conflict in modem India. Hindu-Muslim enmity 

and violence - both in ternis of communal strife and as secessionist stniggle - is of considerable 

importance to this study as a primary mode of ethnic confiict that is challenging the secunty of 

lndia and of the broader region. 

The Sangh Parivar has latched ont0 several symbolic issues associated with communal 

politics and intra-state conflict in india to heighten the degree of communal tension in the country, 

thus endangering the integrity of the secular nation-state according to some analysts. The rising 

and potentially disastrous spectre of Hindu-Muslim violence, illustrated by the an(i-Muslim rioting 

and retaliatory bombings that paralysed the country following the Ayodhya mosque incident and 

recent cuncems over anti-Christian violence, are of considerable concem for a state that already 

stmggles to contain civil and social confiict Furthemore, Vie religious nature of secessionist 

conflict is also of importance, as the Sangh Parivar has utiliseci the immense syrnbolic and 

strateg ie significance of these conlicts for its own programme of Hindutva. 

However, t is critical to understand the surge in communal violence and the outbreak of 

secessionist conflict within the political and social context of the lndian state. lndiars experience 

with balancing a fragmented composition with the imperatives of an ambitious central development 

strategy has been pivotai b the "supranationai" state's nation-building programme. With a 

significant degree of success, the state executed this daunting task using a combination of both 



accommodative and coercive strategies to control outbreaks of ethnic confi id that were thought to 

have destabilising consequences for the lndian Union. However, the s W s  capacity to arneliorate 

conflict, mise political awareness and promote economic development and pmspenty has 

paradoxically contributed to the strain on its structures; this is especially bue of the Congress 

Party, an infonnal yet critical institution in lndian politics that has traditionally k e n  seen as 

synonymous with the state. This development has caused other forces and movements to enter 

the fray as a widening abyss of cynicism and uncertainty about Ihe prospects for India's very 

stability and unity contributes to the rise of ethnic identity as a locus for pursuing interests. As 

such, the fault Iines of instability arising from ethnic conflict in lndia can largely be found under the 

foundations of the state, which is undergoing a profound crisis rooted in its growing inability to 

manage ethnic diversity within its own agenda for political stability and development. 

The chapter will firstiy analyse the context of ethnic politics in india, especially the role of 

the 'supranational" state in controlling ethnic conflict This necessarily requires an analysis of the 

role of state institutions, particulariy the Congress Party, in managing ethnic diversity within the 

confines of Uie lndian state's centralised nation-building programme. Second, it will f w ç  on 

communal violence between Hindus and Muslims, aiiiculaüng the mle Hindu nationalist groups 

have played in fomenting and responding to such conflict Again, the state's changing role is 

important here in ternis of the conditions it has laid out for the increasing salience of communal 

pofitics and Ihe recourse to violence that has followed. lhird, using the case of Kashmir, it will 

dernonstrate that explanations for secessionist confiict in lndia are demonstrated better by the 

strain on the state to satishctorily deal with politically conscious ethnic groups rafher than the 

views and rhetoric of Hindu naüonalisrn. Although Hindu nationaikm might a f k t  the degree to 

which the state uses force in reacting b secessionist conflict, a weakened state does much of the 

substantive damage. 



1. SEITING THE STAGE: ETHNICCIY IN INDIA AND THE MECWNISMS OF &ATE CONTROL 

The state and the nation are rarely synchronous in the postcalonial worid. The transnational or 

subnational body politic of ethnicity '...stems fmm a real or believed common ancestry of the 

group, symbolized or expressed in shared characteristics such as common race, laquage, 

religion, customs, or - even more intangibly - in a historically decived consciousness of being a 

separate group."* In South Asia, eihnicity is offen a combination of two or more of such 

distinctions, leading to the development of ethnic groups of astounding intemal divenity and 

richness. At the same time, it makes the resolution of confiicts within and between ethnic groups 

and third parties al1 the more difficult for the state. South Asian states are constnicted on the 

premise of building stmng nation-states out of ethnic compositions that are potentially centrifugai 

within states but also overlap state b0undaries.s The establishment of boundaries. goveming 

institutions and a coercive apparatus cut through communities and cultures that not had to 

contend with being divided h m  kith and kin. The post-colonial state in South Asia bas been 

forced to contend with the lingering fallout of its mismatdied relationship with its multi-national 

composition.% 

Unf l recenff y, lndia was able to meet the challenges of only partial congruence. The state 

was founded upon a secular constitution of broad legitimacy, stable democratïc institutions and the 

expertise of a vanguard nationalist elite. Thus a d ,  it used a combination of coercive and 

accommodative strategies that sought to irnparoally resolve conffict behneen ethnic groups or 

befween an ethnic group and the Cenbe Mile reaffiming the supreme mle of the state. It 

s Astri Suhrke and M a  Garner Noble, eds., annic CWid rit htem&naI Relatbns, (New York Praeger, 1977), p. 
4. 

For instance, white there may be ovecwhelming diversity within these states, they are ais0 characteriseci by 
transnational ethnic populations that cniss th& inherikd boundan'es. Gtamples indude the Tamils afsouthm India 
an& Sn Lanka, Kashmins in northern India and Pakiistan and the Bengak of eastem India and Bangladesh- 
5( tshtiaq Ahmed, M e ,  Nmn and E a r n i i  iit Confernporary South Asia, (London: Pinter, 1 M), p. 12 



demonstrated a remarkable ability to pmmote a cenhalised, secular concept of nation-building that 

kept the constant danger of rissiparousu forces at bay. 

Maya Chadda's terni "relational contror is a useful one which explicates New Delhi's 

strategies for creating unity out of diversity. The challenge faced by India's nation-buildes was to 

bind the potentially divisive forces of ethnonationalism within the structures and ideas of the 

modem state. The overarching nature of the state necessarily poses a threat to the accepted 

identiües that certain ethnic gmops possess or corne to possess as they interact with one another 

and with the state. "The supranational state tries to develop methods for co-opting the elites of the 

nationalities or controllhg them. while oie latter look for ways of shoring up their autonomy in 

various fields. When this process breaks down, seceçsionist demands an anse.'55 Such a 

relaüonship behveen the state and ethnic groups requires established frameworks of impartial 

confiict resolution to ameliorate disputes and maintain the precarious balance behveen the 

centralising imperaüves of nation-building and the demands of autonomy or recognition. Without 

such a balance, the capacity of the state to insulate the confikt h m  the reach of domestic political 

opponents (such as Hindu nationalists ) and maintain its own freedorn of action is circumspect 

Chadda's constnrct is useful in explaining the dynamics of this phenornenon and 

illustrates the importance of examining the capacity of the lndian state to have some Say over the 

'rules of the garne* (Le.. the ftamework within which it bargains with groups seeking autonomy or 

other states in the region). In essence, the state desires ample rwm to manoeuvre in arder to 

adequately balance the two irnperatives of postalonial society wiwithin a matnx that 

accommodates, m p t s ,  mperates and merces, when necessary.5 For this study, the 

usefulness of Chadda's mode1 is found in the room it leaves for Hindu nationalism to enter the 

55 Maya Chadda, ahnw, and Separakm lir M a ,  {New York: Columbia University Press, 1991), p. 6. 
Ibid., p. 12 



scene as a pmduct of the declina of oie Indian state's mnfiict resolution structures. In terms of 

ethnic conlict, Hindu nationalism has found resonanœ at a particular time and cantext, nameIy the 

decline of the state's ability fo maintain the balance between a centralising state and divisive 

ethnonatianalisms. The loss of relational control maniiesed by the state's embraœ of ethnic 

politics and its consistent m u r s e  to coarcion and subterhige has opened the way for Hindu 

nationalism and other domestic and extemal fadors to inff uence the dynamîcs of ethnic mflictn 

Relational conbol therefore pub the emphasis on threats to India's intemal security on the broader 

impact of the strain on the state's institutions to ameliorate conflict and facilitate development. 

Hindu nationalisrn entea the equation as a factor which inff uences the degree of insecurity rather 

#an its substance. 

Contrary to the expectations of classical modernisation theorists of both Marxist and 

Weberian persuasions that etbnic identity and conflict would fade away, the deepening and 

widening of political mobilisation amund the wortd has resulted in the concomitant deepening and 

widening of the resort to ethnic politicss In India, this paradox of political modernisation is 

f i ~nded  in the growing crisis of the secular state's institutions and its inability to further maintain its 

nationbuilding activities as Indian society undergoes a signifiant political awakening that has 

injected new discourses and new demands upon the state. Ethnic groups have especially becorne 

more vociferous in their artÎculations of interest and their role in the political fabric of the nation. 

Political parties organised on regional, ethnic, caste and class Iines, religious revivalism (including 

Hindu nationalism and lslamic acüvisrn) and social movements have spilled înto the gap left by 

Congress as its capacity b represent Vie specûum of lndian society declines. The state's growing 

Ibii., p. 122 
s Se Donald L Horne Wink Gmups in Wkt, (Berkefep University of Wirnia Press* 1985). pp. 102-t05. 
Hamwitz, wtik accepting many of Ma usefi11 arguments of madernisaSon Iheory, especially critiques the emphasis 
modernisation theocists placé on oie rate of ertfes in bmenting ethnic conflict as insuffiCient in explainittg the teasan 
why cüie ma& often support ethnic revivalism. 



inability to manage these proliierating interesCs through accommodative means of confiict 

resolution has led €0 confintation which has only been fkîher arnplified by the staters growing 

resort to coercive authority ta quel1 disturbances. The rise in ethnic confiict is not surprishg trend 

if seen in ais light, for it reffects the loss of the state's ability to exercise relational control among 

competing ethnic groups. 

India's expenence under the leadership of Indira Gandhi and her son and successur, Rajiv 

Gandhi, was the tuming point in India's expeience with resolving conflicfs of an ethnic dimension. 

The centralising, authontarian tendencies of lndira Gandhi's regime, epitomised by her infamous 

"Emergencf of 1975-1977 in which constitutional nghts were suspended, rwted out the interna1 

dernocracy within Uie Congress which had, until then at least, yielded a degree of responsiveness 

to local contexts and demands. Congress was left a broken, divided and hollow party which could 

not replicate its earlier feats of democratic governance even after lndira Gandhi returned to power 

in 1979. The padcipation of Hindu nationalists in the anti-Emergency movement notwithstanding, 

lndira Gandhi and her son were instrumental in the surge of Hindu nationalkm as they 

purposefully wooed the 'Hindu* vote, co~pting the RSS and other elite elements of Vie Hindu 

nationalist movement for a üme and fanning the Rames of communal sentiment against both 

Muslims and Sikhs in a cynical ploy to obtain electoral support. Rajiv Gandhi did attempt to regain 

control of the situation and minfuse the Congress with some degree of responsiveness and 

protection from increasingly cogent ethnonaüonalist movements, but the legacy of his mother's 

authocitarian experiment had severely battered the lndian state's capacity to deal with 

ethnonationalist groups on an impartial basis.9 The intensification of ethnic confiict, both 

communal and secwsionist in nature, laid the groundwork for a more powerful and infiuential 



Hindu revivalism which Congres could not wntrol. The Sangh Parivar's potential impact on the 

future capacity of a secular state to manage ethnic conflict intemally and its implications for South 

Asia in a broader sense are just beginning to be understood. 

II. THE MAUGNANCY OF COMMUNAL VIOLENCE 

At a societal level, the Hindu-Muslim cleavage is perhaps the most potentially destabilising 

relationship in India today. Kakar's useful definition of communalism, 'where a comrnunity of 

believers not only has religious affiliation but also social, economic and political interests in 

comrnon which may conflict with the corresponding interests of another community of believers 

sharing the sarne geographical space," is useful in framing the question as a mulMayered one that 

is prone to considerable change from the outside and from within. From this perspective, although 

neither community should be conceived of as homogenous monolith with no history of peaceful co- 

existence, the degree of social instability based on conflictual identities and the escalation of 

violence between them cannot be disrnissed as having no serious repercussions for India's 

stability as a viable nation-state. 

lndia was bom in communal fury, and communal identities continue to exert strong social 

and political pressure. The partition of British lndia upon the departure of the colonial govemment 

triggered the largest migration in modem history as an estimated 10 million Hindus and Muslims 

spontaneously attempted to relocate to the new-bom republics of either lndia or Pakistan, 

respectively. In the pmcess, up to half a million people are estimated to have been the vicüms of 

communal butchery. This left an indelible impact on the psyche of both countnes, and has 

contributed to the rivalry of lndia and Pakistan but also to the rif€ in the cornmuna[ fabric of 

supposediy secular lndia Until very recently, mmmunalism was seen rnastly through elite eyes 

as '...the irafional force of primitive and atavistic hatred emanaüng h m  'the masses' steeped in 



tradition and superstition [ana easy targets for manipulators ..."m The communal pains of Partition 

were relegated to the histoory books as a bloody ainfmntation between the secular 'good" and the 

communal "evil", but dismissecf in the new india. The supranational state, built on modem 

institutions and secularisrn, was thought to be poised to overcome the 'pathology' of communal 

sentiment and build an lndia unencumbered by traditional divisions. Indeed. in Nehru's lndia, 

those incidents of communal violence that did occur were explained away as dispened and 

localised acts of irrational ethnonationalist fervou t. 

However, the Nehruvian ideal of what lndia ought to be was a staüc one. Kakar argues 

that the rise of communal politics in lndia is a development that couid be seen long before it came 

to pass. Traditional communities stniggle to fully corne to ternis with imposed modemity and thus 

seek shelter under canopies of collective idenüty that offer some protection h m  the uncertainty of 

the stoms of the new wodd? Beginning in the late 1960s. communal strife increased as the 

political consciousness, economic confidence and national profile of minorities and disadvantaged 

groups were increasing and, at the same time, the state's capacity to ameliorate ethnonationalist 

confiict emded and allowed ethnonationalist forces to mark out terrain h m  which to pursue their 

own agendas? The 1980s represented a tuming point in the degree to which ethno-religious 

sentiments were k i ng  exploited for political gain as the Congress' legiümacy visibly crumbled and 

it fell back on playing the communal card to rescue ifs grasp on power. The participation of 

supposedly impartial state forces in communal violence, includïng police forces and local 

Thomas Blorn Hansen, fhe Sanion Wam Dem~cracy and Hifidu NathnaTm in India, (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1999). p. 201. 
61 Sudhir Kakar, Cohm of Wolenm CuIfuraI Idw=, Re@mn, and Conffidr ChiCago: University of Chicago Presst 
1996, p. 143. 
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administraton, only worsened the state of lndian secuiarism as communal violence was fuelled 

rather than ameüorated by the state.a 

While Hindu-Sikh strife in the aftenath of lndka Gandhi's assassination by her Sikh 

bodyguards in 1984 was certainly not insignificant and was evidence of the increasingly rnalignant 

and parhan role of the state in communal relations. tension between Hindus and Muslims has 

been the greater wony. The Sangh Panvar has exploiteci several domestic and international 

trends as symbds of the India's inherent Hindu character (which includes Sikhs as well as 

Buddhists. Jains and other 'home grown" minorities under its umbrdia) and its simultaneous 

vulnerability to an imaghed threat h m  the Muslim world in order to advance its programme of 

Hindutva. Horowitz's theory of ethnic confiict rightly assesses the importance of symbolic issues 

as powerful tools for manipulating ever present ethnic identities and passions among the masses 

into confrontation. He argues that '[s]ymbolism is effective in ethnic mnfiict. because it dothes 

ethic claims in ideas and associations that have acknowledged moral force beyond the particular 

conflict, thereb y mas king something that would otherwise be controversiaI.*~ 

Seen in this light, the symbols punued by the Sangh Parivar have indeed proved effective 

as they are regarded as proximate causes for the escalation of Hindu nationalist sentiment as of 

late. What is k i n g  masked is the attempt by the Sangh Panvar to alter the secular nature of lndia 

in favour of a culturally and temtorially nationalist and 'rnajofitarian" entity. Ethnic canflict has 

been a vitally important symbol in the pursuit of such an objective, relying on issues that have 

tremendous political and social resonance. Secularism's identity crisis has in ikl f  become a 

symbcl, for it is seen as an increasingly moribund principle invoked by poliMans during elecüons 

Christophe Jaffklot, ihe Mndu Nationalkt Mouement rir Indra, (New York: Columbia University Press* 1996, pp. 
332-333. 



but disregardeci in the deeper workings of lndian pditics. For Hindu nationalists, secessionkt 

conflict on communal lines (such as the Kashmiri insurgency), the th- of global lslamic 

fundamentalism, the mie of pampered" lndian Muslims and m a s  conversions of lowet~aste 

Hindus to Islam are al1 pointed to as signs that Nehmvian secularism weakens IndianlHindu 

society h m  within and without leaving it vulnerable to a threat from an extemal enemy.65 

The psychotogy of mob violence notwiütstanding, there seem to be direct linkages 

between the agenda and activiües of Sangh Parivar member organisations (especially the RSS, 

VHP and Bajrang Dal, the Sangh Parivar's youth wing) and the outbreak of communal stnfe 

unparalleled since Partition. The Sangh Parivar's succes at advancing Hindutva by exploithg 

certain symbols and mythologies has substantially contributed to Hindu-Muslim enmity over the 

yeaa, for '...the waves of rioting behnreen 1990 and 19924993 were in most parts of lndia rarely 

tnggered by local circumstances but rather by the ideological fantasies and Hindu communal 

discourse systernatically circulated and O rg anized in the public in the preceding years." The 

thousands that died in the late 1980s and eariy 1990s as a result of strife over Ayodhya and other 

symbolic issues were often organised or even lad by Sangh Parivar cadres, often wifi conscious 

assistance h m  police forces and criminal elements. More recentiy, the ershvhite BJP coalition 

govemment was highly criticised for the outbreak of anti-Christian violence in Gujarat and Orissa 

65 Sumit Ganguly, 'Ettinonab'onalist ConRict in South Asia," S u M i ,  35 (2), Sumrner 1993, pp. 104-1 05. 
Hanson. Tha Sanion Waw. p. 207. See also Ashish Nandy, e t  ai., Cmafhg a Natronarty: The R a m ~ a b h u m i  

Movement and Fear of the Self; (New Delhi: Oxfbrd University Press, 1997), p. 7.. for a table of incidences of and 
casualties fiam communal violence h m  1954 - 1985, which reflects a partiwlady steady inmase in such sirif& 
behveen 19ï ï  and 19û5. 
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in 1998, reportedly perpetrated by memben of the VHP and Bajrang Dal. Grasping the reins of 

power and professing a wmrnitment to lndian seculansm did not lead to any thorough inquiry or 

action to punish those responsible on behalf of the BJP, however, adding fuel to the suspicions 

that despite the imperatives of moderation, the BJP continues to be guided by those organisations 

within the Sangh Parivar that lack transparency and conduct their politics h m  behind the scenes 

and harbour dangerous authoritarian tendencies- 

The increase in communal violence illustrated by the effects of the rioting and destruction 

that followed the disaster at Ayodhya is regarded as a serious threat to the intemal stability of the 

lndian Union. To be sure, the Hindu nationalist movernent has not lived up to its own benchmarks 

of "success" (Le., the creaüon of a "culturally nationalist! Hindu msMra), and so there remains 

sufficient concem that the Sangh Parivar could seriously jeopardise the viability of lndia and its 

precacious democracy should it get its way. However, the political utility of communal issues as 

demonstrated during the 1991 elections when the BJP successfully capitalised on the centrality of 

the Ayodhya issue has declined significaotly. Although Christianity does not have the same threat 

appeal as Islam, the condemnation of the latest round of anti-Christian violence by almost every 

major political party outside the Sangh Parivar might be indicative of a still decreasing value 

placed on communally inspired violence by Indian society. 

Indeed, issues today are of a more daity, usecuIaf nature including the stniggles 

sumiunding economic liberalisation, the stniggle against corruption. hational seww vis B vis 

Pakistan and. perhaps most salient today, governmental stability." The fa11 of the BJP-led 

coalition in February 1999 was only the latest sign that India needs a govemment -coalition or 

othefwise - that can survive for its full terni without regular recourse to mid-term polk. Besides, as 

@ Sukumar Muralidharan, bitter aftermath," Fmntlr'ne, 26 February 1999, pp. 22-23. 
Radhika Desai, The stability plan6 Frontline, 4 June 1999, p. 41- 



discussed eadier in the thesis, the BJP stniggles with the dilemma of either stickhg €0 its Sangh 

Parivar mots or moderathg itself to becorne a more acceptable national that transcends 

communal and caste stratifications. Further, it stands to reason that lndian social groups - the 

increasingly infiuential and 'modem" middle class included - are more interested in "bread and 

butter" issues than the questionable importance of constructing Hindu shrines or antagonising 

minorities. As such, the extent to which the Sangh Parivar can rely on whipping up communal 

knzy  for political benefit is somewhat circumscnbed as the BJP's moderate wing attempts to 

steer a more benign course. The nation-wide reaction against anti-Christian violence in 1998, the 

continuing resilience of secular institutions and civil society and the Sangh Parivar's own intemal 

divisions as it stniggles to assert itself within the somewhat careening and unpredictable 

institutions of lndian govemment are formidable bulwarks to the outright communalisation of the 

lndian polity, and thus present obstacles to the development of communal violence akin to the 

bloodshed dunng Partition or even the civil unrest in the eariy 1990s. 

111. SECESQONIST CONFUCT: THE RESONANCE OF ~ S H M I R  

Those secessionist conflicts in lndia of a religious dimension have taken on a special significance 

with the rise of Hindu nationalism. Separatist movements in Kashmir and Punjab in particular can 

be seen as an extension of communal violence at a narmwer, regional level as integral territones 

of the lndian Union which have non-Hindu majorities attempt to secede h m  a state that is 

resented for either neglecting or repressing their aspirations. These commuoally charged conflicts 

have been of parücular importance to the Sangh Parivar, which has exploited secessionist conflict, 

especially in Kashmir, for poliücal purposes. However, the Sangh Parivar has flot had a central 

rde in affecthg the dimate of instability. Its abii i i  to hfl uence the discourse surrounding the 

confikt is primaily due to the Indian W s  incapacity to insulate secessionist conffict from oie 



political reach of domestic opposition gmups. More importantfy however, the state has been 

unable to cope with the k ing political mobilisation of various ethnoieligious gmups within the 

country. As a result of ib growing fastration with the inadequacy of accepted methods of confiict 

resolution, the state has turned to engaging in ethnic politics on its own, resortnig to coercion and 

subterfuge further still. 

Under the Congress, traditional methods of dealing with intemal threats to national 

security of a secessionist nature have been to batter insurgent groups with military force, bait them 

with promises of change and autonomy and then defeat those movements at the polls ta uiümately 

banalise themm This was a critical element of relational control as the state sought to maintain its 

own freedom of action in dealing with separatists. The testing ground for this strategy was in the 

north-east states of Nagaland, Mizoram and Tripura, among othen, where tribal autonornist or 

secessionist insurgencies were succesçfully tackled. The insurgents came to the table &er being 

convinced by the state's use of force that concessions could only be won through negotiations. 

Congress or its political allies in the region were eventually able to take power in these regions 

af'ter insurgent groups were coopteci into the electoral pmcess and defeated at the polls after a 

sufficient amount of state coercion brought them to the negoüating table for a settlernent?t 

This strategy encounters limitations when fa& with secessionist oonfiicts of an ethno- 

religious nature. According to Shekhar Gupta, four issues make the communally-inspired mnfiicts 

in Kashmir and Punjab distinct from the counter-insurgencj teshg grounds of the norlh-east 

First, the religious motivations of the insurgents helps insulate them h m  pursuing an 

accomrnodative solution with the state. Second, both Kashmir and Punjab are closer to the lndian 

heartiand geog raphùcally, politidly and syrn bolicall y than the remote jungles of no rtheastem India 

* Shekhar Gupta, India Redefines ifs Rok, Adelphi Paper 293, (New York: M r d  University PresslltSS, 1995), pp 
25- 



and are more sensitive to domestic political farces and extemal intervention, which makes 

acmmodation much more difficult Third, the sense of injustice and outrage over these wnflicts 

within Indis has been parüculariy intense surroundhg the persecution of the local minonty Hindu 

populations in each of these states. The attention to the deaths of Hindus in Kashmir and Punjab 

decrease the likelihood that the lndian state would be able to localise the insurrections and deal 

with them in a more narrow context as the confiict obtained the interest of the larger Hindu majority 

(and the Hindu nationalist movement) thmughout the country. Fnially, communications technology 

and the media have opened up heretofore closed parts of India, bearning news developments and 

reports of human rights abuses by al1 sides of the conflict around lndia and around the worîd.* 

Thus, the insurgencies in Kashmir and Punjab are extremely sensitive and difficult to insulate h m  

the larger political çpectnim and de@ traditional methods of resolution. These confiicts have 

persistentiy dernonstrated the limitations of the lndian state to manage them as it increasingly 

loses its 'supranational" character, falling into the politics of ethnie revivalism to shore up its 

weaknesses in dealing with a more conscious and politïcally mobilised society. 

Separatist militancy was eventually bmught to heel in Punjab only recently after years of 

bloodshed and tenor had increased the desperation for a political sefflement, providing the 

momentum for the govemment of Narasimha Rao to a ~ p t  the Sikh Akali Dal party into a power- 

sharîng arrangement which has pmven resilient barring isolat& incidents of continued vidence. 

Kashmir, on the other hand, has proved to be pacticularly intractable for the lndian state and no 

resolution is yet in sight The protraded nature of this confiict and its communal overtones have 

attracted the attention of the Hindu nationalist movement The Sangh Parivar has hied to extraci a 

great deal of politic=aC gain h m  Kashmir, using it as a key piece in its programme of sügmatising 

Ibid 
* Ibid., pp. 27-28. 



Muslims and manipulahg the vulnerability of the Hindu maionty. The Sangh Parivar's hard-line 

has also ken aimed at those who are more likely to be moved by issues sunoundhg national 

security, namely the growing middle class from which the Hindu nationalist movement already 

draws a significant amount of support 

The confiict is so loaded with symbolic, political and communal significance that the 

resolution of the insurrection is a distant prospect Kashmir has tremendous symbolic and strategic 

resonance for both Hindus and Muslims and for lndia and Pakistan. As India's only Muslim 

minority state, it is often cited as an example of the capacity of the lndian state to incorporate 

Muslims into the Union. At the same tirne, however, Kashrniri independence groups and Pakistan 

argue that Kashmir is evidence of the salience of ethnicity and religion in South Asia since lndia is 

an essentially Hindu country that cannot realistically defend the interests of Kashmih. Pakistan 

goes even further to argue that the dispute over Kashmir is unfinished business h m  the rivals' 

Partition. and that it deserves to incorporate Kashmir into its own tenuous state? 

Defending India's "sacred geography" is the core of the Hindu nationalist movemenh 

approach to the insurgency in Kashmir?4 The communal divide in the Kashmir Valley, where 

Muslims fom a rnajority and where insurgent activity is most intense, is an enomously salient, 

symbolic issue for Hindu nationalists. Constnicüng a Muslirn threat is critical to the Hindu 

nationalist strategy on Kashmir to bring latent hostility across lndia against the militancy to a 

communal level. They consistentiy try to portray the crisis as a noble quest by Hindu lndia to 

Sumit Ganguly, 'Kashmir: A Strategic Cnsis or EWnic Nationalism?" in Sudipta Kavirai and R Alison Lewis eds. 
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arrest the menace of islarnic militancy and terrorism which seeks to violate the territorial integnty of 

the lndian motterland? The increasingly diametrical relatbnship between Hindus and Muslirns 

on their respective ethno-religious and nationalist idenüties is indicative of the success of such a 

carnpaign. Moreover, the Sang h Parivar has becorne directiy involved in anti-insurgency politics in 

India, discuvering that its hard-line has caught the attention of many lndians outside of its 

traditional support bracket. 

It has sought to affect state policy on Kashmir by encouraging a crackdown against the 

militants and altering its communal demographics by calling for the abrogation of Article 370 of the 

lndian Constitution, which entrenches KashmYs special status within the Union and prevents non- 

Kashmiris from acquiring substantial property holdings in the teftitory. 76 Before the BJP foned a 

coalition govemrnent at the Centre in 1998, the Sangh Parivar had begun to commit populist 

mobilisation strategies based on the resonance of the Kashmir dispute across lndia and well 

entrenched fears for national security and territorial integnty. For instance, in 1991, after a 

relaüvely poor showing in national elections earlier in the year and in an attempt to take advantage 

of the Kashmir issue's national profile, the BJP launched its E h  yatra (procession for unity) in 

eariy 1991 fmm the üp of southem lndia to the capital of Jammu and Kashmir, Srinagar, to 

demonstrate in a carnpaign of satyagraha (tnith force) for the 'liberationn of the state from Vie 

militants. The yatra, although generally meeting with a tepid response in non-BJP strongholds, 

eventually gained a following as hundreds of thousands fiocked to ifs trail in nom India. 

Approximately 100,000 BJP cadres rnarched with the yatra to the border of Jammu and Kashmir in 

mnstituency. It continues b slant mese issues in a communal fashion. but the issue is a potent vehide of pditical 
mobirion. 
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an atmosphere of militant hyper-nationalism. The demands for a crackdown in Kashmir and 

Punjab against nisurgents characteriseci the gniwïng bellicosity of the Hindu nationalist movement 

as it attempted b gain a nation-wide profile on interna1 secunty issues? 

With the BJP ni power, however, not much has changed. Its terni in office has moderated 

its threats to w k e  Article 370 and crackdown against the insurgency. In the previous election 

campaign, senior BJP leader 1.K Advani and cunently Home Minister, even raised the possibility 

that New Delhi would allow lndian secunty forces to engage in the "hot pursuit" of militants fleeing 

into the safety of Pakistani temtory. Yet only months later, Advani has proven to be less hard-line 

than he had onginally boasted78 and the Vajpayee govemment has tackled the crisis h m  more or 

less the same angle than its predecessors. Even the BJP's position on Article 370 has not proved 

to be set in stone; although the more hard-line mernbers of the party continue to insist that it 

remains a major plank of the BJP policy platform. Vajpayee has distanced the govemment h m  

the issue in order to keep the BJP's alliances with other regional and secular parties together. 

Meanwhile, the state continues to rely on coercion against the militants at this point, 

hoping to eveotually force Kashrniri militants (today mainly composed of the Jammu and Kashmir 

Liberation Front (JKLF) and several lslamic groups all of whom are thought by the lndian 

government to receive moral and material support from Pakistan and elsewhere) to some kind of 

accommodaüon?g Further, it has continued to nurhire a relationship with Jammu and Kashmir 

Chief Minister Faroaq Abdullah and maintains some degree of contact with the nonmilitant 

Kashmiri opposition which has distanced itself h m  Pakistan. Indeed. Pakistan's d e  in fomenting 

the insurrection is a critical element to the confi kt. uf lised by the Hhdu nationalists use to porbay 

- - - -  

Hansen, the S a h n  Wave, p p  168-1 69. 
7~ Hafinder Bawqa, $tning Posture; hdia Way, 1 June 1998 and Sumit Mitra and Ramesh Vinayak, Whatever 
Happened to Mt. Tough? India Way, 17 August 1998. 



the mnfiict as a communal war with both intemal and extemal dimensions. Pakistanrs intervention 

in the conflict serves Islamabad's own ends, for it is hoping to incorporate the region into its own 

state, and tbus uses limited military engagement wifh lndia and a cornpiex support regime for 

insurgents to keep up the pressure. This has been a not insignifiant reason for the ment  

intensification of the insurgency in the wake of the Kargil conflict. The redeployment of lndian 

troops to the Himafayan frontier of the Line of Control (LoC) to counter the infiltration of insurgents 

and Pakistani troops as well as meeting the long-term challenges of patrolling the unforgiving 

temin Viroughout the year has had an adverse effect on counter-insurgency operations in the 

Valley and elsewhere. The govemment is rnoving more troops, mosUy drawn h m  the ranks of 

paramilitary units such as the Rashtiya Rifies (RR) and the Border Security Force (BSF) to the 

region, but the insurgency continues to boil. 

Given the secondary role the Hindu nationalist movement has played in the politics 

sumunding the conflict in Kashmir. explanations for the rise of insurgency in Kashmir are linked to 

the pmcess of both state crisis and political awakening. Interestingly, this process has spawned 

both Hindu nationalisrn and ethnic separatism in Kashmir as ethno-religious groups becorne 

increasing ly disassociated fmm the state's nation-building activities. The loss of relational contmi, 

which accelerated under the govemments of indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi, continues. The 

state has been ethnically compromised, for its has either directiy pandered to ethno-religious 

sentiment or tned to r e p s  it nithlessly when it feels threatened by growing support for regional 

autonomyao ln both cases, it has been more difficult to controt than expected, and the resulthg 

resistanœ h m  ethnic groups that are increasingly politically conscious is fnistrating atternpts by 

* Gethng bugh on the militants has necessitated a repressive regime which has corne under harsh criticism fat 
wi-despread hurnan rights abuses. Indian and international human n'ghts groups have condemned both the Indian 
government's and the militants violations of civil, polih'cai and human rights. 

Chadda, E!hnkify, Secunty, and Separafrsm rit Indiat p* 144, 



the state to reassert its hegemony. This frustration is manifest in its primarily coercive responses 

to conflicts in which it has little manoeuvring m m .  The use of indiscriminate force by the state, 

often in favour of one community or the other, results in a growing mort  to militancy and anti- 

national violence, eventually exploding into insurgency in the Kashmiri case. 

According to Ganguly, 'Kashmir represents both the mobilizational success and, 

simultaneuusl y, the institutional failure of lndian democmcy."t Indiars nation-building programme 

has led to the stabilisation of Indiars democratic political culture as more people becorne poliücally 

conscious and mobilise along new articulations of interest. At the same time. the state's 

institutions are in the midst of a structurai crisis manifest by the decay of traditional state 

secularism marked by the state's engagement in ethno-religious and caste politics, the pressure to 

centralise power in response to the surge in regional political parties and rampant corruption and 

bureaucratie inefficiency. The combination of these hvo processes in Kashmir has culminated in a 

protracted insurgency and the inability of the state to localise the mnflict as other elernents, such 

as the Hindu nationalkt movement and extemal actors, becorne involved in the crisis. 

On the one hand, the poliücal mobilisation of the Kashmiris took place in response to the 

populist strategies of Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah, leader of the Jammu and Kashmir National 

Conference. Tying his party to the nation-building programme of the Congress, Abdullah mounted 

a campaign of populist mobilisation in the state which focused on c i l  and political rights and 

improving the socioeconomic conditions of the Kasfimiri populace. The main thnist of the 

programme was to enhance education and literacy, in bolh a format sense as well as lhrough 

lsfamic madrassa religious education, tackle economic inequality and underdevelopment and 

challenge the system of property rights to redistribute land among the middle and lower classes82 



The latest insurgency was sparked in 1989 following a series of rigged electïons. violent 

deronstraüons and attacks against lndian nile in Kashmir. lmproving plitical rights and socio- 

economic conditions meant a more sophistiated, better educated and politically aware popuiation 

in Kashmir that more fully understood their role and rights. Although the policies of Sheikh 

Abdullah did contribute to the awakening of the Kashmiriat (Kashmin nationalism) and made him 

an exhamely popular figure, his regime was rnarked by corruption and represçion that went 

unheeded by New Delhi so long as Abdullah did nothing to jeopardise Kashmits status within the 

lndian Union84 The institutional crisis of the lndian state and its federalist enterprise has meshed 

with the proceçs of political and socio-eainomic change to produœ conditions which are ripe for 

insurgency. 

India's political failure in the region, manifested by New Delhi's increasing reliance on 

coercion and subterfuge in dealing with the growing mistance of the Kashmiri population, 

including its role in overthrowing the Kashmiri government of Farooq Abdullah, led almost diredy 

to the insurrection. The failure of secular politics to allow Kashmiris to express their discontent 

and work for redress has pushed a great many Kashmiris into the separaüst camp, where the 

rallying cries of Kashmiri selfdetemination or lslamic solidarity have k e n  parücularly effective in 

kirthering ethno-religious mobilisations5 In Viis regard, the nse of Hindu nationalisrn and its role in 

helping to polarise Kashmins on religious lines is of note, for a rise in the ethncweligious fenrour of 

one side is usually rnimred in the other. Corruption, coercion and subterfuge marked the lndian 

state's response to the political problems of Kashrnir, resulting in a protracted insurgency with far- 

a Wirsing, lndia, PaWan, and fie K&hmirD&pute, p. 116. 
Ganguly, The h Mrnir, p- 29- 
6 Certaïnly, Kashmiri muippposition h not unified The role of lslamic opposifion groups is p&cuIariy mnbvenial sinœ 
they have demonshted lheir own mthlessness towards Kashmiri avilians, Muslim or Hindu. This is a source of much 
of New Whi's Iewerage against the insurgency, lar it can explal divisions wioiin oie separatist camp ta fiustrate ffiek 
efforts But the lndan gomment minot use thk leverage to restore or& ùecause of the gmundsweI1 of generaiiy 
anti-Indian sentiment and the role externa! actors play in fomentrng violence. 



reaching local, national and regional effecfs. In Kashmir, the use of force against the insurgents is 

rife with pmblems because it only further alienates the population. It is increasingly difficult to 

restore conlrol through accommodation as coercion becornes the only acceptable way to stnke 

back against emboldened militants. There is no military solution in Kashmir though owing to the 

wider effects of the conflict It is integrated into a broader extemal relationship, which greatly 

complicates lndian counter-nisurgeocy and political resdution efforts. The outbreak of the 

insurgency has been combineci with the gmwing tensions with Pakistan along the LoC as lndia 

accuses both Islamabad and militants of foreign nationality (most notably h m  Afghanistan) of 

providing matenal support to the insurgents. This extemal dimension only enhances the obstacles 

of finding a solution to the conflict as domestic political groups, most notably the Sangh Parivar, 

press for a less restrained response to the role extemal actors play in the conflict 

Thus, while Hindu nationalists might be a factor that informs the govemments preferences 

and interests on the matter, the responsibility for the rise of insurgency and the sources of 

instability lie within the state and its difficult relations with tndia's nations. Fmm the active sidelines 

of state decisionmaking, Hindu nationalists are involved in helpuig define govemrnental pdorities, 

which have k e n  focused on the first phase of its traditional counter-insurgency policy: the use of 

force to Wear domi separaüst groups. In this regard, they have had a communal impact on the 

issue because of the way they have attempted to re-order the conflict as one arising h m  

discontent with the way Kashmiris have been treated in a supposedly secular state to a communal 

reinterpretation of identity and conflict At a state levei, however, ttie BJP's response to the 

insurgency has been typicai of its predecessors, indicating continu@ in fhe lndian politicaI system 

and culture in ternis of national security issues. The high degree of Kashmiri discontent about the 

way they have been traditionally treated, the erosion of acmmmodative institutions within the 



Indian state and the paucity of new ideas for conflict resolution considering New Delhi's hard-line 

means that there is IittIe room to manoeuvre. 

CONCLUS~O~C 

It may he too early to condemn lndia to an ugly fate of ethno-religious anarchism. The state and 

its founding institutions and pcinciples - however weakened - are still resilient and the crisis in 

govemance and relational contml is not necessarily a permanent conundrum. Nevertheless, 

communal violence involves protracted instability and undermines the secular basis of the lndian 

state which has been a bulwark against centrifuga! forces. Moreover, white Hindu nationalism is a 

factor in the intensification of communal violence, the explanaüon for increasing ethno-religious 

confiict cannot be ascribed to it alone. Rather, it should be rernembered that the movement exists 

within the context of a nation state Viat is struggling to maintain its central position as an impartial 

arbiter of its own centralishg tendencies and the growing ethnonationalist demands upon its 

capabitities and resources. 

In terms of secessionkt confiict, the lndian nation-building programme has clearly ken 

successful in raising the levels of political literacy and irnproving the socioeconomic situation of 

many. However, the stniggle of the Indian nation-state to cope with the institutional crisis it faces 

has limited its capacity to suffciently address the expectations and discontent of a growing 

number of ethnic political movernents. Hindu nationalism might actually fiow h m  this tension and 

prove b exacerbate it , but it is part and parcel of a larger pmblem in Indian state-society relations. 



CHAPIER 3 
HINDU NA~ONAUSM AND INDIAN FOREIGN AND SECURIN POLICY: 

CULTURAL CON~NURY AT WORK 

This chapter's goal is to demonstrate that substantive continuity in lndian breign policy ovemdes 

those few differences between the positions of 'seculaf govemmenk (parüculady the Congress) 

and those of the BJP. First, it explains the basic deteminants of Indian foreign and security policj 

which are forged in the predominan t culture of foreig n and secunty policy . This culture is based on 

deeply held elite beliefs about India's role in the region and in th2 wodd. Second, it provides a 

discussion of the Sangh Parivar's worîdview and the impact it has on its own interpretation of 

lndian foreign pdicy. The 'civilisationar thrust of the Sangh Parivar sees lndia as an inherentiy 

Hindu state, and thus prescribes a foreign policy that confronts those external and intemal 

civilisational threats to its security. Third, it analyses the track record of the BJPts foreign policy. 

illustrating the effects of a cornmon cultural approach to foreign and secunty policy decision 

making. Finally, two case studies - Indian nudear policy and Indo-Pakistani relations - are 

utilised to pmvide some evidence about the relative continuity and stability of Indian foreign policy 

decision-making. It will become evident that the key developments in these dimensions are 

suggestive of some deep contradictions between the supposedly 'Hindu" foreign policy it seeks to 

promote and the powemil factors that meld its own policy prescriptions with longninning policy 

The sections of this chapter deai with the following issues. First, k ing  a regional power, 

lndia's foreign policy is of interest when analysing the dynamic relatïonship between domes€ic and 

external factors and their effects on the broader regional and international cumrnwioes. Foreign 

policy is more than simple geopaiiücs of course: it is the configuration of woddwiews and 



perceptions that influence 'rational UiinkingP lndian foreign policy is no di6rent, for it draws its 

underpinning conceptual and imag inaüve mots from lndiars historical experiences and ind igenous 

woridview about social and intemationat relations. 

Second, the rise of the BJP into a serious contender for govemment means that it now 

has the opportunity to drive lndian foreign and smrity policy. Its Hindu nationalist credentials 

have rnarked it as a harbinger of a posture refiective of Hindutva and thus a destabiiising factor for 

India's relationships with regional neighbours. extracregional partners and the great powers which 

have heretofore been basad on secular interpretations of geopolitics and security dynamics. The 

Sangh Parivar's worldview of international relations as a dangerous game in which civilisations 

must defend themselves fmm the depredations of extemal cultural menaces survive points to a 

confrontationalist posture that would almost certainly manifest itself shouki Hindu nationalists get 

their way. 

However, Hindu nationalists are not in full control. Thus, thirdly, the performance of the 

BJP suggests that it does not harbour plans for a dramaüc change in lndian foreign. and in 

particular, its security policy. Even the nuclear tests that received a startling reaction outside of 

lndia need to be seen in the long-terni context of lndian nudear policy. There seem to be several 

factors that link lndian foreign plicy through its successive govemments, no matter what their 

party affiliation. The 'security" culture of the lndian policy establishment (cornposed of 

bureaucrats, military officers and an infiuential group of academics) and composeci of certain 

indigenous perceptions of the realiües of domestic, regional and international politics have all 

contnbuted to a high degree of contniuity in lndian foreign polky under the BJP. When assessing 

the threat potential of Hindu nationalism frorn this perspective, and using Mo case studies €O 

introduœ evidence to mat effectp it becornes dearer that lingering hsecunty and instability in Ihe 



region is due to the overall thrust of lndian foreign policy more than the effects of pro-Hindu ethno- 

religious influence in the policy machinery of the lndian state. 

1. UNDERSTANDING INDIAN FOREIGN AND SECURC~Y POUCY: CULTURE AND COWINUKY 

From a simplistic, realist perspective, New Delhi's foreign and security policies are based on its 

imperative of insulating itself and its neighbourhood from extra-regional intrusion and 

interferencd6 New Delhi has sought to strike an independent foreign policy similar to its nation- 

building strategy as it utilises both its technocratie and capable diplornatic service and its powerful 

military capability to pursue its interests and deter the revisionist designs of others through a 

combination of diplomaüc and coercive means. Although the region is also characterised by a 

single major rivalry - between lndia and Pakistan - the centrality of lndia in the regional security 

cornplex is firmly entrenched. India's geographical, political, economic and strategic depth and 

preponderance over the region suit it to pursuing an autonomous foreign and security policy that 

promotes its own hegemony within a stable regional order. Despite the weakening of its link with 

the former Soviet Union and the emergence of new threats to national and regional security, lndia 

has, arguably, emerged h m  the era of superpawer dvalry in better shape than its regional rival 

and poised to rnarkedly improve its relationship with its bigger neighbour, China" 

As established in the previous chapter, the state seeks to maintain a balance internally 

between its centralising agenda and those forces of greater autonomy or dissenting identity. 

Externaily, lndian foreign policy seeks a degree of relational control over oaier states h the region 

to maximise its own central@ and mom to manoeuvre in order to insulate itseif from its 

neig h bours' intemal d*ficulties and interdict the op portunities for e x h q i o n a l  intervention 

Devin Hagertyr "lnü~a's Regionai Secunty Doctrine,* Asian Sumyr 31 (4), 1991, p. 362 
Sandy Gordon, 'South Asia After the Cotd Waf Asian Survey, 35 (IO), 1995, p. 079. 



inimical to lndian hterests.~ Further, as Mohammed Ayoob has cummented, foreign policy 

consensus in lndia has also revolved amund the centrality of the democratic, secular nationalist 

project? lndian secularism has b e n  a centralking and stabilising political factor which positively 

affects the conduct of lndian diplomacy and statecraft with its neighbours in a troubled region. 

This has become ever more important as the interrelationship between intemal and extemal 

security becornes evident in South Asia. Although it is evident that the secular state has been just 

as willing to use force to realise its ends, there is a distinction behveen a state that makes policy 

on the basis of accurate knowledge of its own pluralist nature Vian that which distegards sectarian 

divisions and attempts to conduct itself on the basis of that misconception. A secular and 

democratic domestic polity can #us have a stabilising effect on the foreign policy of a post-colonial 

society. 

However, concentrating exclusively upon the geopolitical and strategic interests and goals 

of lndian foreign and secutity policy tends to overestimate the capacity of political elites in India's 

policy establishment to objectively assess, identify and pursue India's interests. It conceals the 

more complex array of historical, social and cultural factors that are at work behind Vie cuncepüon 

and arüculation of India's foreign and security policy. Understanding these imperatives ts critical to 

gaining a more complementary view of the cantinuity inherent in the lndian policy mindset To be 

sure, cultural factors do not work to nullify any change and dynamism in policy nor are interest 

calculations inelevant to the analysis. Rather, as Andrew Latham persuasively argues, an 

emphasis on culhire allows analysts to examine how culture shapes and even changes amtexts. 

options and interests which have an indelible impact on the eventual policy configurationsY 

Maya C hadda, Winicrty, hunfy, and Sepamtbrn h IndTa, (New York- Columbia Un nretsii P m ,  1994, p. 13. 
gg Mohammed Ayoob, 'India as regionai hegernon: extemal opportuniiïes and intemal çonstfaïnts," intemaLional 
Journal, 66, Summer 1991, p. 421. 
so Andrew Latham, Tbe Role of Culture and idenüty in Indian Amis Contrai and Dismament Policy: A Preliminary 
Inyesfigation," in Andrew Latham, ed., NoIFPIDiiirabon Agreements, Anangemenfs and Rwponses Pmcedinggs of 



A wide range of commonly held beliefs, myths, symbols and perceptions coalesce amund 

several histoical, social and political factors to fom a distinct security (or perhaps Nisecurity) 

culture in lndia that is pervasive in foreign and security policy decision-making. The collective 

myths of the Hindu golden agen and lndian civilisaüon shape Indian perceptions about the world 

and India's place within it and contnbute to the conduct of lndian diplornatic and strategic 

behaviour. The pure religious stmggles and lessons of the Mahabhasata and the Rarnayana are 

combined with the Kauülyan ethos embodied within the Al fhas t ra ,  whose teachings present the 

extemal realm as a violent, cornpetitive and anarchie place where the strongest nilers suMve?1 

At the same time, Gandhian notions of mass mobilisation and people power directed agaïnst 

injustice and oppression are injected into the m i r  India's transition h m  Nehruvian rnorality, 

intemationalism and non-alignment refiective of Gandhian ideals to a policy of regional 

asserüveness of Kautilyan dimensions dunng the tenure of lndira and Rajiv Gandhi is reflective of 

the funcüonal importance and dynamic interdependence of culture on lndian extemal behaviour? 

The Kauülyan woridview is deeply intewned with the historical legacy of several mass 

invasions and incursions h m  ancient to modem tintes. India's contact and confiict with ottier 

c~vilisations - most notabty the Aryans, Mughals and British colonialists - contributes in no 

uncertain way to the lingering feeling of vulnerability. According to elite's perceptions. India's 

inherently peaceful, stable and glorious society was brutally subjugated by extemal powers 

throughout history. Suspicions about regional rivals and great power ambitions are intimately tieâ 

up with Uiis notion of wlnerability, and are intensifid as threat perceptions increasingly see 

India's adversaiies as directi y supporüng or fomenting communal or secessionist confiict with in its 

the 7996 Canadian Non-Prorfe@on Worlcshop, (Toronto: Centre for Internationaf and Seairity Sbdies, York 
Unhersity. 1997). p. 208, 
9t The KautiIyan paradigm is tndiars own indigenwsly deveîoped theocy of inter-stak conf f i  which dosely cesembles 
that of Westem reallst thinking and hcuses on aie importance of pwer in anarchic intemational relations See S. 
Mahmud Ali, The FBarfuIStafe: Power, Peopb and Internai W h  Sauffr Ma, ((London: 26d Books, 1993), p p  13-15. 



borders? Paradoxically, Gandhian ideals have also been a hallmark of India's foreign policy. 

The "truth-force" of safyagraha which was of such utility during the independence struggle is 

distinct from Kautilyan realjmlitik. Such ideals are reflective of lndian myths and histones about 

the capacity of its people to use persuasive non-violent techniques to mobilise mass support tom 

a superior bargaining position. Yet the 'power" evoked by Gandhian moralism '...cari be said to 

reinforce rather than contradict the Kautilyan paradigm; for in traditions, the successful pursuit of 

one's interests is seen not as a function of compromise and concession but of prepcnderant 

p0wer.q Even the Gandhian ideal of moral force is consistent with the unff inching pursuit of one's 

objectives. 

In addition to a sense of vulnerability, however, lndian cultural perceptions also hold the 

view that India's broader regional neighbourhood is its own backyard. In addition to Kautilyan 

teachings which stress the importance of dominating the weak and surrounding oneseif with small, 

quiescent states, this lndian 'Monroe Doctrinen is fi mly moted in the fear that the incongruousness 

between nation and state in other South Asian states could inflame those within lndia itself. As 

such, India's regional security doctrine of maintaining its dominance over South Asia to prevent 

foreign infiltration into the region and to insulate itself h m  the extemal dangers or intemal 

fissiparnus tendencies h m  its neighboun springs from this perception and worldview?s 

So far reaching is the culture of secudty, wi€h its rationale for building a regional 

hegemonic order which is conducive to the pursuit of the interests of Ihe lndian state and its policy 

elite, mat it has commandeered the dynamics of civil society as well. Hhdu nationalism can be 

easily manoeuvred into the broad anaIytical panorama of civil society as a 'social movement" 

* Achin Vanaik, 'Communaiïïrn and our fbceign policy," Seminart 3?4* October 1990, p. 18- 
93 tattram, 'Culture and Idenîity in tndian Arms Control and Dismament Polii* pp. 215217- 

Ibid., p 215, Incita's pioneeniig mie in the Non-Aligned Mavernent (NAM) is an example of  the weight New Delhi 
placeci on m a s  movement poüücs, even in international poiiücs- 

Ibid., p. 217. 



Althoug h it represents much more - for its simultaneously exists at an imaginative, social, cultural, 

political and international level and wields great influence at the state level - Hindu naüonalism 

has embraced 'realist" thinking based on the perceived vulnerability of Hindus in a world rnarked 

by civilisational stniggle, and the homegrown 'realism" of Kautilyan geopolitics. 

II. THE SAFFRON ALTHINATM: CIVIUSATIONAL RESPONSES TO EXTERNAL THREATS 

The Hindu nationalist project has a significant extemal dimension founded in the RSS' civilisational 

view on human organisation, but also on a sense of lingering insecurity and vulnerability which it 

shares with India's secular nationalisrn. From both its authontarian core and its liberal democratic 

façade, the Sangh Parivar attempts to assert itset as a movement which represents the greatness 

of Hindu civilisation and which sees lndia as a major player in the stniggle against the 

depredations of lslamic fundamentalism. Its woridview does have distinct paraltels with Uie overall 

thnist of lndian foreign and security plicy based on exercising regional hegernony, but in its own 

vision of a Hindu rasMra that dominates the length and breadth of the region. The anti-secular 

emphasis of the Sangh Parivar's vision of lndia as an international actor is one that evokes the 

most concem. 

The spread and consolidation of Hindu nationalism is seen as necessary for the creation 

of a genuine Hindu cultural and political entity capable of exercising its autonomy and power on a 

global stage, free of the threat of minorities thought to be allied with pernicious foreign influences. 

According to the RSS, "spiritual" and Werant' Hindus must not hesitate to unite in the defence of 

their Hindu homeland to fend off challenges h m  extemal forces. To this end, the defence of 

India's territorial integnty is of utrnost importance. India's sacted geography is the home of Hhdu 

civilisation, and its defence is considered essential. lslamic aggression and American hegemony 



are cansistentiy exploited in populist campaigns bat portray them as threats to the integiity and 

secuity of the Hindu rashtra. 

The goal of a Hindu lndia is to dominate the region in order to protect lndia fmm the 

spectre of civilisational vulnerability. In this arrangement "...balances are not required in the 

'Hinduized' lndia because it is defined as a homogenous nation that will reclaim what the Hindu 

nationalists believe is the cultural scope of Hindu civilisation."97 As such. Hindu nationalists wish to 

be taken seriously as a great nation and as an emerging great power in Asia. The Sangh Parivar 

sees India as the rightful hegemon in South Asia and an ascendant great power, and thuç 

desewing of the spoils of international relations rather Vian k i ng  treated Iike an unimportant, 

thid-rate developing country. Thomas Blom Hansen eloquenlly sums up the imperative of 

extemal recognition inherent in ethno-religious movements: 

'...these movements are driven by a desire to abandon the location assigned to Viem as 
exotic or irraüonal peripheries on the lower çteps of the global evolutionary ladder. 
Through intemal cultural purification and moral discipline and awakening, they want to 
amve as national, sovereign modemities - as 'Iights onto themsekes' - and thus be 
recognized as respected rnembers of that elusive komity of nations' that remains the most 
sublime object of desire among even the most parochial nationalists anywhere.q 

While it attempts to emulate the organisational characteristics of the religions it holds in 

contempt, the Sangh Parivar has always played on the romantic ideal of "spirituai" and virtuous 

Hindu civilisation as opposed to the hedonistic and materialistic culture of the West or 

aggrandising and expansionary Islam. Although the West, embodied by Vie United States, is 

viIified as the harbinger of Indian economic slavery, it is the latter which is especially portrayeci as 

the greater civilisational threat to Hindu India. The Sangh Parivar sees international relations as 

-- - - 

96 'Widening Hobns - Sangh's March," RSS web s k  www.rss.orgl l i b r a r y ~ d e n i n g H o ~ n d  chl0.html. 
or Chadda, E t h n i i ,  Swrity, and Separabsm in inclfa, p. 216. 
ss Thomas Blom Hansen, The Sanion Waver ûem~cracy and Hindu Natronaiim kr Modem In&, (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1999), p. 234. 



the struggle of different state-civilisations for surviva! and dominanœ. The emergence of a 

transnational Islarnic fundamentalist arc (extendhg t'mm the Middle East through Afghanistan, 

Pakistan and, ultimately, to Kashmir) and the perception that it inevitably saturate lndia itself 

extremist, 'pampered" and 'rich" lndian Muslims intensifies the worldview that Islam represents a 

multi-pmnged threat to the secunty and integrity of Hindu India9 Moreover, the "...ides of 

national secuiity, often employed to ewke deep feelings of hostility towards an imagined Other, is 

also used to create hegemony or 'a succession of interiocking and ideological practices which 

make and remake social integration."10' The sense of vulnerability engendered by the successful 

dispersion of anti-lslamic versions of reality is a useful sûategy for the Sangh Parivar. It has 

demonstrated its capacity to successfully manipulate the cultural insecurity rife in lndian thinkhg 

about international and regional politics, usually to fumer its own grand project at rendering 

malleable an astonishingly resilient lndian social and cultural milieu to communal reinterpretation. 

III. DYNAMK CONTINUCTV: WUUNING RECWT €VENTS IN INOW FORUGIU AND SECURKY PWCY 

In a strict sense, the fears surroundhg the greater tesonance of Hindu nationalism in foreign policy 

may not be exaggerated. Hindu nationalism is a competing vision of nation-hood, and since its 

worldview detemines its policy prescriptions, a Hindu mshtra as envisioned by the Sangh Parivar 

would have far reaching implications. A foreign policy based on the assertion of Hindu values 

Viroughout the subcontinent, a hardening stance against Pakistan and any other country in the 

reg ion that challenged the dominance of reg ional Hindutva and an increasing ly hosole rela tionship 

with extra-regional partnen and adversaries alike would go far in destabilising, at the very least, 

* Subramaniam Swamy, 'Vajpayee's China Fiasco,'FmnUhe, 6 Novembet 7998, p. 43. 
Christophe Jaftelot, nie Hindu N'nafrst Mowment, (New Yocic Cohmbia Uniwrsity Press, 1996), p. 339. 

lot Mustapha Kamai Pasha, 'SeutMy as Hegemany," AItematiiles, 24,1996, p- 289, Pasha quotes h m  Bradley S. 
Klein, Snategk Studiès and Wodd Order fhe Gfobaf Pofrfics o f  Detemnce, (Cambn'dgc Cambridge University Press, 
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the South Asian regional cornplex. If an end to seculansm dornestically muid lead b g r d g  

interna1 instability, it stands to reason that the decline of a foreign policy based on 'secular" noms 

and practices could lead to regional and perhaps even international confiict on a larger scale. 

However, a nearly paranoid attention to 'national security' and 'territorial integrity" - bome 

of a sense of pragmatic insecurity embedded within cultural beliefs and pracüces - was been 

central to India's foreign and security policies. regardles of party affiliations. Certainly, political 

parües do demonstrate some divergence in terms of individual policy considerations. However, 

the continued resilience of secularism in lndian politics, the iow salience of foreign policy issues in 

lndian elections'Q2 and the hegemony of the national security ideology - and. increasingly, of 

economic liberalisation -tends to pmmote a remarkable continuity in the way lndian governments 

conduct foreign policy. 

Their differences notwithstanding, there are important parallels between the Sangh 

Parivafs foreign policy thinking and bat  of previous lndian govemments that suggest that BJP 

governments - so long as they are subjected to the same cultural and political hurdles - will 

continue to colour inside the lines of tndian foreign and security policy parameters. The resonance 

of Hindu philosophy and values in even secular interpretations of lndian nationalism, the 

importance of deep cultural undercurrents based on histoneal experience and the realioes of oie 

regional and international political environments tend to render foreign policy amenable to a 

certain %onsensual and non-partisan hmework" whereby everyone agrees to certain threat 

perceptions M i n  the confines of stable Miels and noms of foreign policy behaviaur.iO3 

The Menton to national secunty is based on perceptions of simultaneous regional 

preponderance and vulnerability h m  pemicious foreign influences. Protectïng India's s a m d  

lm Partha S. Ghosh, 'Foreign Poïicy and Eledomi Pofitïcs in India,* Asian Sunrey, 34 (9), September 1994, p. 816. 
la Vanaii "Cornmunaii'i'm and our foreign poîïcy," p. f 8. 



boundacies, as rnentioned in an earlier chapter, is a fundamental tenet of both secular and Hindu 

nationalist ideology. Furlhemore, bath "seailar" and tommunal' appmaches to foreign policy 

see a greater place for lndia in the community of nations. The desire to be taken seriously by the 

great powers in pafücular has always been a fundamental undercurrent in Indian thinking about 

the world. Certainly, the BJP is a party whose foreign policy is founded on a parbcular 

civilisational and political interpretation of lndia and its mie in the worfd, but it is not appreciably 

different from Nehru's attempt to came out for lndia an important role globally or the regional 

reaipoIittik and communal leanings of lndira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi in the late 1970s and 1980s. 

This also goes hand in hand with New Delhi's consistent stand on 'discriminatory" practices and 

injustices in world politics, such as the nature of the nuclear non-proMeration regime, the 

composition of the United Nations Secunty Council and economic inequality and dependence by 

the developing worfd on the industrialised nations. Paradoxically, however, it is aIso illustrated by 

Indiars desire to possess the very weapons it decries in the name of reaching great power 

statusF 

The BJP manifests only subtie differences with its predecessors in the form rather than 

the substance of lndian foreign policy. The need to improve its 'communal," 'Yascist'' or 

"fimdarnentalist" image to gamer greater electoral support brings a more moderate. populist 

appeal b its policy agenda. Its election manifestos and public pronouncements on foreign and 

defence policy consistentiy refer to ils attention to the "national interest," which appeals to the 

middle class and the foreign pdicy establishment in New Delhi. Although middle class support is 

nothing new b the BJP, the growing Iist of prominent bureaucrats, retired military officers and non- 

lot Latham, 'Culture and ldentity in Indian Amis Control and Disannament Policy,' p. 227- 



govemmental policy analysts that have joined its ranks is indicative of such a trend? It is also 

suggestive of the importance of bureaucratie politics in contributhg to policy continuity. 

Its track record in office aside. the inner circle of the BJP government has pmved to be a 

major stabilising force for lndian foreign policy, an especially d*ifficult task while affernpting to weld 

together a shaky coalition of regional, ethnic, caste and dass politica1 parties. At the centre is 

Vajpayee - a moderate who tries to distance his govemment's policies fmm the Sangh Parivar. 

mostiy because he has to worry about stringing together a coalition but a h  because he 

epitomises the 'softef side of Vie Sangh Parivar that is willing to relent on iddogy in the pursuit 

of widespread electoral support. It is also based on foreign policy calculations: Vajpayee is aware 

that for lndia to avoid a long sentence of international oppmbriurn and suspicion it must continue 

on Vie liberalisation track and assuage fean of Hindu regional hegemony. Thus, the 'new' BJP 

must steer lndian foreign policy in a less radical direction Viat appropriately assesses regional and 

global realities and India's capabilities in interacting with them. 

Key Vajpayee aides and Cabinet Ministers also contribute to the BJP's hational interesr 

first foreign policy and are indicative of the professional, non-Hindutva leanings of the Vajpayee 

govemment's foreigo policy agenda. Extemal Affairs Minister and PM0 stalwart Jaswant Singh, a 

former military officer and no favourite of the RSS, is well versed in the rigours of a variety of tasks 

and issues including foreign and economic policy and has proued to be a vital asset for Vajpayee's 

leadership. Fmrn the MEA. Singh took a leading role in India's post-test diplomacy and damage 

control, and is spearheading the hdian govemmenh negotiations with Washington to sort out 

their post-test relationship, which includes India's acceptance of the Corn prehensive Test Ban 

Treaty (CTBT) in exchange for relaxed AmerÏcan sanctÏons on foreign investment and defence co- 

-- 
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opemüon.'M Another example is George Fernandes, a Samata party veteran, ex-union boss and 

a non-Hindu busted with the ûefence portfolio. His ministenal petformance has - with varying 

degrees of success - been pro-active in Qing to sort out the bureaucmüc lag in th? Ministry of 

Defence (MoD) and askÏng tough questions about the military's stalled modernisation programme, 

command structure and compensation packagesY 

To be sure, the presectce of a Sangh Parivar organisation in the seat of govemment in 

lndia opens up a fair degree of room for Hindu nationalist ideology to be instilled at the level of the 

foreign policy establishmentioa Also, it should be noted mat the BJP's foreign and security 

policies have not met with general acquiescence among the Sangh Parivar and the broader lndian 

political arena. But this misses the point about the continuity of state policy origins and, thus, state 

policy behaviour. As long as the BJP has to undergo the trials and tribulations of electoral politics, 

manage coalition govemments and navigate the treachenxis waters of South Asian regional 

politfcs, the ability of the Sangh Parivar to suRcienUy restrain the bureaucracy and promote 

Hindutva in lndian foreign policy will be circumscribed. Two case studies illustrate the continuity of 

lndian foreign and secunty policy and the role the BJP plays in reaffirming the importance of such 

s ta bility . 

IV. CASE STUDIES 

'Through its detemination b abandon the long-cherished buclear optionn and forge a weaponised 

nuclear deterrent capability, its simultaneous overtu res to Islamabad to improve Indo-Pakistani 

'06 Saba Naqvi Bhaumik, 'ln the Court of Atal Behari Vajpayee,' Indk Today, 15 June 1998, p. 23. 
lm Manoj Joshi, 'Gungho George,' fndia Way, 5 October 1998, pp. 4546. Fernandes has aiso courted controversy 
in the public and disapline h m  Vajpayee over his faiiure to make any headway in solving pmblems in the MoD, his 
nivalvement in the scanda1 over the dismissai of Indian Naval Chief Adm. Vishnu Bhagwat and his shtements just 
prior to the PoWiian II blasts that China was potential thceat N a  1" b lndia (Man* Joshi, 'George in the China 
Shop,' Inda Tiay, 1 8 May f 999, p. 20). 
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relations and its restraint dunng the recent confi ici over the mounfainous femtory alang the tine of 

Control (LoC), the BJP has attempted to portray the Hindu rig ht as a responsible reg ional power. 

It continues b argue -even at time of wriüng dunng a typically fierce eldon campaign - mat it 

seeks to pmtect India's own interests while, at the same tirne, successfully engaging neighbours, 

partners and adversaries on a wide range of issues of mutual interest These case studies 

demonskite that the BJP's own policy agendas are not substantively different h m  its 

predecessors, which suggests that the ideology of Hhdu nationalism has not yet had much 

success in penebating the foreign policy establishment of the Indian state. 

A. Nuclear ProIferation: Sortihg out Pokhran II 

India's traditional policy of retaining the 'nuclear optionn, part and parcel of an independent careful 

posture in lndian foreign policy, was symbolically abandoned in May 1998 with five nuclear tests in 

the desert state of Rajaaian. With the dedaration of nuclear capability, Prime Minister Atal 

Behan Vajpayee, heading up a fragile BJP coalition govemment, pmclaimed that the tests had 

dernonstrated India's willingness to safeguard her security vis a vis Ihreatening neighboun. pmved 

the extent of India's tedinological sophistication and united the nation behind the ethos of self- 

relianœ and nuclear-power prestige. 

Hindutva was not a deciding factor in the Vajpayee's government decision to test. 

Speculation that Pokhran II (as the tests are sornetimes called) signalleci the advent of the 'Hhdu 

bomb" is inaccurate for a number of reasons and tend to gloss over the complex histofical, cultural 

and bureaucratie factors that went into the decision ta "go nuclear. Although Hindu nationalists 

have always shared an overarching sense of insecunty in a troubled region and strongiy supported 

the development of a nuclear arsenal, it should be remernbeied that Nehru himself gave the go 



ahead for the nuclear programme's creation.l* Moreover, Indiats firçt test was under lndira 

Gandhi in 1974 and successive Congress govemments consistentiy developed the infrastructure 

and expertise to weaponise India's previously unspoken deterrent capability while publicly claiming 

the moral high ground of pursuing the 'peaceful" uses of nuclear technology and global 

disamament. There were also a number of signs mat testing by the BJP's immediate 

predecessors was imminent In 1995 the United States' had detected preparations for a test by 

the Congress govemment of Narashha Rao, and successfully exerted pressure on New ûelhi to 

cancel the planned explosions. According to American intelligence reports prior to Pokhran II 

'...prep arations for the tests were taking place long before the victory of the...BJP or the testing of 

the Pakistani Ghauri missile [shortiy before Pokhran II], which means that neioier of these events 

triggered the tests as some reports have de~lared.'~~O 

The wisdom of the tests nofwithstanding, their rationale is embedded in genuine lndian 

security conœms for strategic developments in the region and beyond and a culturally derived 

sense of insecurity in foreign and security policy behaviour. Analysts have argued that the 

outpouring of condemnation and the immediate application of sanctions Wat greeted the tests in 

both lndia and Pakistan does not do justice to India's own set of important political and security 

concemsY The humiliation of defeat at Chinese hands in 1962, the first Chinese test in 1969, 

fears of great power intervention in South Asia and, more recently, the growing nexus of nuclear 

mperation betwean Beijing and Islamabad which had significantly enhanced Islamabad's own 

undeclareâ nuclear capability had pruvided the strategic and political rationale for developing a full 

Ganguly, ' fndiars Pathway to Pokhran II," p. 151, 
Harold Hough, "Ground Zero: in the Rajasoian Desert,*Jane's Inle/"rgenceReviewt July 1998, p. 21. 
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fledged nuclear weapons programme."* At a deeper historical level, the BJP and its compatriots 

in the Sangh Parivar have always k e n  candid on their views conceming lndian nuclear policy. 

India must possess nuclear ams because, historically, a weak lndia has been a magnet for 

invaders. To be a strong, unified Hindu state and fend off lurking predators, lndia requires nuclear 

arms to defend i tself9 

The exponents of such a view undereshate the role of India's nuclear policy elite - 

especially the scientific cornmunit., the military and strategic analysts - as a powerful force for 

continuity in lndian nuclear security policy. The nuclear elite have advocated an overt lndian 

nuclear posture for some tirne. In order to test, the BJP had to rely on the scienük-military 

infraçtructure and expertise developed and nurtured by previous govemrnents who also shared 

concems about India's national security and its role in global disarmament The lndian scientific 

establishment has been particularly vociferous in the pursuit of nuclear weapons, having served as 

Nehru's advison for India's upstart nuclear programme during his tenure as Prime Minister.11" 

Officiais in the Atomir Energy Commission (AEC) and the Defence Research and Development 

Organisation (DRDO), chief among them Dr. Abdul Kalam, have consistently promoted the 

dedaration of lndian nuclear capability? Both organisations have been hard at work advancing 

Indian reseam and devebprnent into nuclear energy and weapons, resulüng in numerous spin-off 

programmes such as the lndigenous Guided Missile Development Programme (IGMDP) which is 

attemptîng to deliver a fieet of ballistic missiles for nuclear wafiead deployment and lndian space 

I t 2  Sumit Ganguly, 'lndia's Pathway to Pokhran Il," Infernatronai Secunty, 23 (41, Serins 1999. See also Wahegum 
Pal Singh Sidhu. Ehhamng IndMS Strateghc Cooperatrr'on, Adetphi Paper 313 (New York Oard  University 
PreWlSS, Sepfernber I997), pp. 1520- 
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exploration and development researchY6 The military and sbategic analysts have also thrown 

their lot into the lndian nuclear programme, refemng back to the growing dangers of Asia's nuclear 

neighbourhood and expounding on the values of a detemnt capability against a Sina-Pakistani 

axis. Bo# cornmunifies have also contnbuted to the dispersion of the idea that nuclear weapons 

protect national secunty to an almost hegernonic levelY7 

India's nuclear policy was also embedded in the seemingly contradictory imperatives of 

possessing great power ambitions and attempting to represent the interests of the downbodden 

nations of the world. lndia has always been eager to take up the reins of great power status and 

therefore gain h m  foreign powers a respect for its prestige and stature as a grand civilisation and 

a responsible member of the international communityY At the same time, it has also dernanded 

that the established nuclear powers - the United States, Russia, China, Bntain and France - stop 

practising 'nuclear apartheid" and end the discriminatory non-proliferaüon regime embodied by the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and, more recentiy, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 

(CT0T)Y lndian disarmament policy was founded on this principle for many years. calling for 

total global disarmament rather than the consolidation of nuclear arsenals among a select club of 

great military powers? As it turned out however, much of India's moral stand for global 

disamament, criticising the insularity of the nuclear club, evaporated when it staked its daims to 

loin the ranks of those nations it had so bitteriy attacked in the past Regardless, the BJP shared 

an assessrnent with other lndian political dites that trying to blast its way into the nuclear club was 

a risk that lndia had to take considering the importance it has attached ta the presence of nuclear 

amed neighbours and its historical opposition to a udiscriminatory" global non-proliferation regime. 
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Finally, the BJP was only successful in cobbling together a fragile coalition after the 

elections earlier in the year. As such, domestic political calculations detemined the timing of 

Pokhran II. The newly installed Indian govemment - headed by Vajpayee and his inner circle - 

moud quickly to prepare the blasts and were ready to test weeks after being swom into office. 

Without a dou bt, the leadership of the Sang h Panvar - h m  w hom even mode rates of Vajpayee's 

prominence have developed - was extremely supportive of a nuclear test. But in more immediate 

political ternis, at the time Pokhran II was considered b be a deft move on a political chessboard 

that sought to isolate the BJP's opponents and consolidate its fragile coalition.'" An India Today 

MARG poll conducted after the tests indicated that over 85% of lndians approved testing and 

weaponising Indiars nuclear weapons, 92% said that they were 'more proud to be Indian" after the 

tests and 44% said that their willingness to vote BJP had increased.122 The strong degree of 

public support for the tests - both before and after II May 1998 - suggested at the tirne that Uiis 

ploy worked. Such support proved to only be short terni, however. The magic of Pokhran Il was 

to Wear off soon after the reality of India's desperate political and economic situation re-asserted 

itself. In four state assembly elections later in the year the BJP was unceremoniously ejected from 

office as a resurgent Congress asserted new found confidence with the installation of Rajiv 

Gandhi's widow, Sonia, as Congress Party President, signalling the restoration of India's pre- 

eminent political dynasty. 

Despite the election setbacks, it is evident that the BJP undertook the tests more for 

reasons based on nonpartisan concerns about India's secunîy, long-standing issues with the 

global disarmament regime and, at a more proximate level. the advantages of cementing together 

its weak coaütion #an as a command h m  the Sangh Parivar. Indeed, the prescriptions of the 

Pankaj Kihra. 'A New, Nudear, hdia? Trie New York Revréw, 65 (11), 1998, p. 55, 
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Sangh Parivar for India's seairity policy mirmred the sense of insecurity from regional rivals and 

extraregional adversaries and great powen present throughout the Indian cultural security ethos. 

That the govemment that decided to openly declare lndia as a nuclear capable country happened 

to be a Hindu nationalist one does not necessarily indicate causalit. between Hindu nationalism 

and India's new nuclear seairity posture. 

6. indo-Pakistani Relations: F m  Lahore to Kargil 

lndbpakistani enmity is a defining characteristic of the region's security landscape and is a 

comerstone of the foreign and security policies of both rivals. 'Midnighb childrenn - twins borne 

out of colonial domination and communal bloodshed - exist in a diametrical relationship. lndia is 

supposedly an example of the ability of Hindus and Muslims to shan the same land. Pakistan. on 

Uie other hand, represents the failure of secularisrn and the salience of Islam as the comerstone of 

a nation-state. The rise of Hindu nationalism is watched with concern in Islamabad since the 

intensification of communal discord and the Sangh Parivah traditional hard line against Pakistan 

has obvious implications for Pakistani policymakers. The formation of a BJP-led coalition 

govemment was a parücular wony for Pakistan, for the BJP's stated goal of 'inducting" nuclear 

weapons could only make matters worse in the tense subcontinent. After Pokhran II. Pakistan had 

little choice but to respond with its own series of tests, throwing prior attempts at rapprochement 

into chaos. 

However, on February 20, 1999, less Vian a year afler the @for-tat nuclear tests 

conducted b y lndia and Pakistan, Prime M inister Atal M a r i  Vajpayee cmssed the Indo-Pa kisfani 

border aboard Re inaugural commercial bus trip beheen Delhi and Lahore, Pakistan. The 

significance of the gesture was containeci in its timing and confext here was the leader of a Hindu 

natinialist pdTbcca1 party known for its anti-Muslïm and anti-Pakistan sentiment conducting "bus 



diplomacym with a country with wham relations were in a disastrous state only months bebre. The 

seeming contradictions of the visit were of much interest b analysts, who saw it as a pivotal, 

euphoric moment in Indo-Pakistani relations. The Lahore Dedaration that ernerged fmm oie 

meeting between Vajpayee and Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was regardeci as a sbng 

basis for slowly nomalising relations based on bilateral dialogue and progress on confidence 

building mechanisms in nuclear and conventional security issues.ta 

The lndian govemment sold the controve~ial trip to Lahore as the second part of a twin- 

track pmcess, involving shakü (strength) and shanü (peace), to improving troubled relations 

between the two counties. The strength lay in the nuclear capability that New Delhi had 

demonstrated with the Pokhran tests. The peace was the extension of a hand of fnendship acniss 

the boubled border, and an offer to engage in a dialogue b work towards the resolution of 

lingering disputes over Kashmir and the establishment of a stable nudear balance that boü~ sides 

understood had changed the strategic equation in the region. The BJP took pains to assure its 

critics that its overhires to Prime Minister Sharif were not a sign of inherent contradictions in its 

foreign policy. It argued that lndia cauld better deal with its neighbour from a position of strength, 

for it enhanced New Delhi's pusasition at the bargaining table. As Extemal Affairs Minister in the 

shortdived Janata govemment in 1978. Vajpayee - a dedicated mernber of the Jan Sangh (the 

BJP's predecessar) - made a historic trip to Pakistan in an attempt to smoath relations upset by 

policies of lndira Gand hi. In 1999, his confinueci preference for moderation and the support of his 

[ike-minded inoer circle ouenode Sangh Parivar objections €0 "bus diplomacy." 

This hardly meshes with O rlhodox, hawkk h Hindu naüonalist bittemess towards Pakistan. 

The moderate face of the BJP, which appears to be resisting the atternpts of RSS hard-liners to 



influence policy, deteminedly punued a l e s  confrontational foreign policy after the nuclear tests. 

All aie old hallmarks of Indian diplomacy retumed: an emphasis on bilateral negotiations in good 

faith with Pakistan, re-engaging China to patch uup differences after the Pokhran tests and 

assurances to the international community that lndia is responsibly meeting the challenges of its 

new seairity environment in the region and beyond. In engaging Pakistan in talks right after 

Pokhran II, mking blunt Kautilyan power politics with Gandhian pseudo-diplomacy. lndia 

attempted ta bnng their relationship into a position h m  which it could have some influence on the 

agenda. 

Unhappily, the spirit of the Lahore Dedaration bmed to dust only months later as the 

lndian military attempted to repulse the incursion of Pakistani-supported 'Islamicn infiltrators h m  

the lndian side of the Line of Control (LoC) in Kashmir, using air power for the first the since the 

1971 war over e~twhile East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). The downing of two lndian aircraft in 

the earfy days of the fighting, the suspected mutilation of the captured bodies of lndian soldiers 

and the growing evidence that Pakistan had orchestrated and even contnbuted its own troops to 

the influx across the LoC even while warmly welcoming Vajpayee's willingness to talk at Lahore 

fuelled anti-Pakistani sentiment across India. 

In the face of calls to cross the LOG and attack the militants' suspected camps and supply 

Iines in Pakistani temtory, India's BJP caretaker govemment exeMsed restraint throughout the 

conlict While praised by Vajpayee's political allies, such restraint was not guaranteed. War 

hysteta and nationaiist sentiment in lndia was at a fever pitch as dramaüc reports of the heroisrn 

and hardship of lndian troops was chumed out by lndian news mediaP Both lndian and 

MI Interesüngly, the explosion in television ownership fiom 45,000 in 1971 (during the la& IndctPakistani war) to over 
70 million today meant that many people, induding the weaitfiier and middk ciasses which inaeasïngly support the 
UP, had the opportunity b view Ïmages and reports fiom the 'battlefield* Sadanand Dhume,'Beyond the War,' Far 
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Pakistani news reports covered the confiict with blatant jingoism. Indeed, the nationalist fenrour 

whipped up by the media was evident with even a brief penisal of the online editions of the various 

newspapers and newsmagazines in both countnes- Moreover, taking advantage of the pabiotic 

stoms un leashed by news of the fig hüng , Hindu nationalist groups were particularly active in anti- 

Pakistan demoostrations. Some, including the notonous Shiv Sena in the state of Maharashtra. 

even called into question the fidelity of India's large Muslim rninority population despite the 

outpouring of support and solidanty acmss ethnic. religious, caste and class lines with the jawans 

(soldiers) of the lndian any.125 Meanwhile, the RSS publicly advocated a nuclear strike against 

Pakistan to "teach it a tesson?= 

However, as the head of a caretaker govemment - whose mandate is relatively undefined 

- the BJP had room to manoeuvre and use the conflict for wider political ends. It sought to avoid 

an escalation wiVi Pakistan, especially in light of the nuclear parity that had developed behveen 

them since the nuclear tests. Attacking Pakistani temtory, no matter what the rationale, was 

thought to be a move that would perhaps escalate the conflict beyond New Delhi or Islamabad's 

capacity to conbol. Further, lndia sought to use the crisis in Kargil as an international public 

relations victory. Despite rumblings of potential offensive operations across the LoC h m  within 

the lndian policy establishment, including several generals, academic analysts and even high 

ranking BJP staiwarts, lndia continued to refrain h m  msshg the LoC to avoid jeopardising the 

favourable international response to the fighting. The Cologne G-û Summit in June 1999, without 

directly naming Pakistan, caikî for the evacuation of the infiltrators and a restoration of the 

sanctity of the LoC. India was detemined to maintain the pressure on Pakistan by avoiding 

escalation- 
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There were also domestic political calculaoons for restraint worries about a nuclear 

exchange, favourable reaction to the international community's veiled support for Indiars position 

and the still forthcoming elections of September 1999 ali played a role in convincing Vajpayee and 

his caretaker administration that restraint was the best policy. The Indian Amy's apparent 

successes in mountain warfare against the militants - however exaggerated by the Indian media 

and however high the casualties - was a usehl political tool in convincing the public that it was 

only a matter of fime before the Amy repulsed the incursions. As such, it was judged that there 

existed no pressing need to escalate the conflict, for the consequences of that action could have 

been disastrous for the ruling coalition. Following the withdrawal and, in lndian eyes, the 

successful defeat of the militants and Pakistan's 'humiliation," Washington's tacit support for 

India's position and the conduct of the Vajpayee govemment during a crisis even in the rnidst of an 

elecüon campaign represent a possible political windfall for the BJP. Vajpayee himself is a central 

figure in the 8JP's post-Kargil election hopes. Brushing off concems that lndian intelligence failed 

to detect the infiltrators before it was tao late, the BJP will be able to deploy a tnumphant Vajpayee 

and his Kargil conduct as evidence of the govemment's aability to p r o k t  the country's national 

security and territorial integnty, as weil as act responsibly in the hterests of international peace 

and security by avoiding an escalation of the conflict and thereby turning over a new leaf in 

relations with the United StatesY 

In mis regard, Kargil has seemed to instil New Delhi with greater confidence in its dealings 

with Washington. Although the retationship remains beset with highly intractable issues. the 

Clinton Administration, for its part, has wanned to the advice of policy analysts in the United States 

- - -  

1s The RSS embarrassingly witfidrew the statement soan aftecwacds. Ra'esh Joshi, *Forced Restmînt" Outlook In& 
OnNne, mwww.autlookinClitconiTrnue~-s~I2hb, 
lzr Saba Naqvi Ehaurnik, "Scoring Plans,' tndia Today Gmup OnIine, 2 August 1999, www.indïa- 
today-comliWaylf 99908021cover3.htrnL 



and the appeals h m  New Delhi that it take India's secunty concems seriously and k a t  it as a 

parbier in the pursuit of peace and security in South Asia rather than maintain an acnmonious 

relationship rooted in Cold War geopolitics.13 Such a development can only appeal to India, 

which has tned to convince Washington that its concems and perceptions - embedded in the 

cultural mots discussed above - had to be taken into consideration in its own policy towards South 

Asia. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has argued that the culture of security responsible for a great deal of continuity in 

lndian foreign and security policy also extends to the Hindu nationalist movemenb foreign policy 

at a govemmental level. While this may yield a degree of predictability ta lndian extemal 

behaviour, the insecurity corn plex also prevents the amelioration of those aspects of lndian foreign 

policy that do contribute to instability. lndian policymaken, especially in the wake of the Kargil 

conflict, are loath to cornml lndia to substantive negotiations on conflict resoiuüon and regional 

integration. Kashmir remains an apparentiy intractable pmblem. Nuclear confidence building 

mechanisms are not evolving. Issues sumunding trade, commerce and transport links - perhaps 

more important to regional peace and prosperity in the long run -go unresolved. 

As such. white Hindu nationalism may not represent a direct threat to secuffty, traditional 

perspectives on the hegemony of national security ideology in lndia are probably a deeper source 

of concem. While it has the same overall thrust with that of *seculat' foreign policies, there stands 

the possibiliw that a 'Hindu foreign policy" will accentuate the lndian inseairity complex and lead 

Conîrary to the pra-swadeshi, anWS stance of the RSS, the WP seems intent on building India's relationship wîth 
Washington to put more pressure on Washington, whietr indudes providing eoncôss~~ons on signing the CTBT and 
&ning the prospeds of acœpting îhe LoC as an international border. Ibid., se also Seema Guha 'Clinton 
speaks to Vajpayee, wants beW tics," o f  Indb Onhe, 21 July 1996: 
www.timeSQfindiacomiûxiaylZl home1 .htm 



the region to greater instability. The inffexibility of the Indian foreign policy establishment and its 

subsequent unwillingness to deal with Pakistan and its neighbours fmrn anything other than a 

largely zemsum orientation is a major obstacle to regional peaœ and senirity, especially since it 

is difficult to separate the international h m  the domestic sources and solutions to instability in 

tmubled regions such as South Asia. The steady diet of realisrn - both Kauülyan and Western - in 

the thinking of the policy establishment is probably the real reason for concem because notions of 

power politics and the enmity it tends to create in South Asia removes the possibility for teal 

rapprochement with Pakistan. Even the Lahore Process, a good step by al1 means, remains 

problematic owing to the considerable cynicism and political opposition it has received in both 

countries and the refusal of either New Delhi or Islamabad to commit to rapprochement in good 

faith. 

Having made this qualification, the analysis provided herein is still significant in explaining 

why, at least for now, the curent incarnation of the BJP, Hindu nationalist ideology has not 

steered lndian foreign policy in a drastically new direction. If lndian nationalism were to drift onto a 

more confrontational path, it stands to reason that it does not parüculariy matter who is at the 

helm. A common conception of India's place in the worid and a deep seated desire to protect its 

secunty woufd drive poücy makers to bis orientation if it is seen as beneficial to lndian interests. 

Of course, the way lndian policyrnakers interpret and define their interests through the lens of an 

insecurity complex is a fundamental problern and mus€ be addressed should lndia overcome the 

immense political, mnomic and social challenges t shares with its neighbours. 



CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSION: H~NDU NA~ONAUSM AND THE DYNAMICS OF 

SOUTH ASIAN REGIONAL SECURITY 

Having demonstratd that the rise of Hindu naüonalism may not be a proximate threat to lndian 

national and South Asian regional security, it is equally important to discuss in what circumstances 

the movement might pose a threat in the future. Hindu nationalism is at a relatively early point in 

its evolution into an alLindia phenomenon capable of senously contending for power. Until now, it 

has had been compelled to dilute its agenda of often militant ideological and instrumental societal 

revision as it struggles with the forces of continuity in lndian politics and society -forces mat keep 

democratic political institutions alive through greater dernocratisation of previously acquiescent or 

disadvantaged groups and maintain the resilience of lndian democratic ideals and values at many 

levels of society. 

Accompanying these forces of amtinuity have been forces of change, however, which 

have directi y füelled the growth of the Hindu nationalist movemen t and g iven it a window to further 

pursue ils goal of re-on'enting lndian society h m  a pluralist, 'secular" grounding to a culturally 

closed and ethnically majoritarian basis. Hindu nationalism can be seen as a threat to the long- 

term security of lndia and of the broader South Adan region when it is regarded as a phenomenon 

deeply embedded in the politics of statesociety relations, capable of destabilising a seairity 

environment characterised by interdependence dornestically, intematianally and transnaüonally. 

The cantinuing strain on India's political institutions, the increasing propensity of the state to use 

coercive force in an attempt tu restrain dissension and diversity in the name of 'nation-building" 

and the gmwing cynicism towards oie devance of democracy and seailari in achieving 



expectations point to the potential for the lndian state itself to provide Hindu nationalists with an 

anchor from which to forge an aroficial, authoritarian and destabilising Hindu rashira. 

In what dl be a predictive exercise, this chapter seeks to develop the interplay between 

the domestic and extemal factors, cunstraints and compulsions that has k e n  an underlying theme 

Uimughout the thesis. It witl affempt to explain what factors and conditions are necessary for 

Hindu nationalism tu pose a threat to the regional secunty environment in South Asia. It will be 

necessary, however, to first outline the obstacles to the Hindu nationalist movementk objectives 

and activities that have heretofore dominated this study before engaging the question of regional 

security analysis and its importance for understanding the dynamics of security interdependence in 

a postalonial state and society that is undergoing dramatic poliücal and social change. The bulk 

of the chaptet is devoted to understanding where Hindu nationalism enters the equation of 

regional secunty analysis, and the cascade effect it may have on lndia and South Asia should it be 

successful in realising its objectives. As will hopefully becorne apparent, the threat of Hindu 

nationalisrn is not a threat in and of itself. Rather, it is representative of a larger malaise in the 

region's politics: the deterioration of state ainflict resolution and productive capabilities combineci 

with the dse in ethnonationalist and ethno-rdigious sentiment and violence. Such a trend, if it 

continues, has üie potential to inject instability into almost every security relationship in the region. 

1. PROXI~TE~~STACLES 10 THE HArlONAL AND REGIONAL HINDU=IJA~IO~(AU~ PROJECT 

The rise of Hindu nationalism has been strewn with periods of great violence and instability: the 

strife of Partition left almost a half a million dead in a massive communal bfoodbath; lndira 

Gandhi's Emergency in 1975 galvaoised the Hindu nationalist movement into a poI*kaI movement 

of sorne distinction; Ihe razing of the Babri Masjid in 1992 killed hundreds and marked both the 



end of "seculaf India and the end of business as usual for the Hindu nationalist movement as it 

was thnist into the lirnelight of lndian politics. 

Hindu nationalism attempts to rernould lndian society through its own ailturai nationalist 

lens. It seeks to create a powerful state founded on Hindu religious and cultural values, which 

cannot be had without altenng India's perceptions of its minorities from a pluralist perspective to a 

majoritarian. parochial one that attempts to paint Muslims and even Christians as threatening 

"Others." As such. it represents a departure h m  the secular foundation that has arguably kept 

lndia united despite the country's potentially crippling diversity. Communal violence inspired and 

orchestrated by Hindu nationalist groups polarises society and renders state institutions impotent 

against the fury of ethno-religious doting and M e .  The hyper-nationalkm that the Hindu 

nationalist movement attempts to fan, especially against Pakistan, is dangerous because it nsks 

further communalising the relationship and hardenhg already intransigent attitudes in each 

country. As a result, despite their enmity, lndo-fakistani relations could be iemoved from oieir 

relative stability (characterised by low-intensity conflict and a careful avoidance of direct 

confrontation) and threatens established and Mure mechanisms of peaceful crisis arnelioration 

and conflict resolution. 

This thesis has thus far argued that at pmsent the conditions do not exist for the Hindu 

nationalist movement to succeed in transfoming the lndian state and society into a Hindu rashtra. 

There are intervening variables at play which suggest that Hhdu nationalism Ml not destabilise 

the region for the time being. It is a project of sweeping social. cultural and institutional change 

that is being buffeted by the complexities of lndian politics, the realities of globalisation. India's 

changing place in the wodd community and the resilience, however weakened. of the secular 

nation-building institutions and principles of lndian state and society. The Hindu nationalist pmject 

i$ either constrainai by factors and obstacles within lndian society to cornmunalise the agenda. or 



its programme and policies are not vastiy di€ferent than that of the secular nation-state which it 

seeks to dismantte. 

First, at the level of domestic politics, lndian state-society relations are characteriseci by a 

remarkable degree of resilience for secular democracy based on India's staggering diversity. As 

such, the cultural nationalist project of the Sangh Parivar - led by the RSS - encounters difficulties 

in convincing those individuals outside its traditional support bracket (u p per-class. u p per-caste 

Hindi speaking males from north India) to throw their lot in with a communally oriented movement. 

This is manifest in the resistance the BJP - the Sangh Parivar's political wing - encounters in its 

electoral campaigns, forcing it to engage in regional alliances and shift its focus to socio-emnomic 

and national security issues that have wider appeal h m  the namwer, communal reinterpretation 

that it seeks to foment Strategies of ethna-religious mobilisation and Sangathanism lose their 

efficacy in such an environment, and lead to greater organisational rifts among the members of the 

Sangh Parivar as they struggle between the equally important values of ideological purity and 

electoral success. 

In ternis of communal violence, the political currency of Aycdhya has been exhausted. 

There is currentiy a significant amount of distaste sunounding communal politics. This may 

especially be bue for India's growing rniddleclass, which is increasingly interested in the socie 

euinomic issues embedded in the pmcess of globalisation and liberalisatioo. As such, there is 

growing pressure on the BJP to focus on bread and butter concems. Resistance to the Sangh 

Parivar's attem pt to polarise society and raise the level of an ti-minonty fenrour might suggest that it 

does not su l  the interests of Hindu nationalists to do so lest it alienate those parts of the 

population it depends upon for electoral success. Thus, the Hindu natîonaîist camp may not be 

able dominate the agenda and inundate the sWe with a regression in$ communal strife. As a 

resuit, the spectre of Hindu nationalist inspired communal violence may not be a loorning threat 



The Sangh Parivar places a great deal of emphasis on maintainiog intemal secunty and 

stability, mostiy in response to communafly inspireci secessionist confiici in Kashmir and, to an 

extent in the northeast. In this Iight, the Hindu nationalists' response is not much different than 

that of the secular nationalists. Both believe in the fundamental sanctity of India's territorial 

integrity and demonstrate a willingness to use force to resolve these problems. With the BJP in 

power, it has the potential to accompiish this goal thmugh the employment of overwhelming force 

to crus h revol t and insurgency . However, the diffculty of exthguis hing secessionist confi agraüons 

through the use of coercive power alone has made an impression on the BJP leadership, and 

also, to an extent, on the rest of the Sangh Parivar: a crackdown on secessionist movements is 

constrained by the imperatives of govemance and conffict resolution which necessitate an 

approach which combines accommodative and coercive strategies. The costs of such a 

carnpaign, including greater exposure in international media of human rights concems (which may 

jeopardise India's hold on troubled Kashmir) and the exhaustion of the armed forces through long 

bouts with counter-insurgency operatioos. have been al1 too clear. In spite of h m  RSS and VHP 

stalwarts and although it continues to use force to Wear down ethnic militants, the BJP govemment 

maintains some commitment to traditional strategies of counterinsurgency which involve some 

degree of accommodating the demands of secessionist or autonomist movements. 

On India's foreign and secuOty policy, there is ample evidence cultural continuity in the 

country's extemal orientation under the 8JP as opposed to a commitment to Hindutva and 

direction frwn the RSS executive. Pakistan is usually the only country which invokes the ire of 

Hindu nationalists: Bangladesh is someürnes a target of hetoric, mainly over the m a s  migrafion 

of Bangtadeshi Muslnns into northeastem india, but Sri Lanka, Nepal and India's other, srnaller 

neighôours are rarely considered impoitant enough. The symbdism of lndiars bitter enmity with 



Pakistan endures and, to an extent. unifies the Sangh ParivarP Nevertheles, despite the power 

of Hindu nationalism and its animated views on this issue, Indo-Pakistani relations have been 

marked by the usual ups and downs: diplornatic engagement followed by low-intensity, limited 

military confrontation or vice-versa - and lots of rhetoric, both hopeh1 and corrosive. There is 

hope, however perverse, that the relationship between the h o  can be stabilised into such a 

cootrolled enrnity which maintains the peaœ between them at any reasonable cost. 

Moreover, although Hindu nationalists have always been eager proponents of a declared 

nuclear capability and had something to do with the BJP's intention to corne clean. even the 

Pokh ran II nuclear tests in May 1998 are not rooted in the desire to develop a 'Hindu" bom b. After 

all, the lndian nuclear programme has existed since independence and there was almost 

unanimous agreement around the worfd that if it did not already possess a weaponised nuclear 

arsenal, lndia was only 'one screw away' tom gaining that capability. Rather, a more accurate 

explanation for Pokhran II is that the BJP had the domestic political support to proceed with a 

significant, perhaps even inevitable, step in the conünuing development of a programme of 

technological and political importance nurtured by India's scientific and political elites and rooted in 

deepseatd regional and global political and security concerns and accentuateci by the desire of 

attaining the prestige and status of a great power. 

Therefore, at present Hindu nationalism has been constrained h m  truly implementing its 

bmad agenda at social manipulation and reconstruction, which has had corollary effects at the 

levels of domestic politics, intemal secunty and foreign policy. The massive scale of the 

movement makes it quite uuwieldy to a certain degree, and thus there is not insignificant division 

min the ranks of the Sangh Panvar. For now, it seems to have bitten off more than it can 

As the massive outpaurbg of natîonalist support and rhetocic over the fighting in the Kargif region of Kashmir in 
sprïng and summer of 19% indicates, the Pakïstani bogeyman is aiso a source of di-India unity. 



tolerably digest and to be content to use subtler means of backdoor persuasion on Vajpayee's 

increasingly moderate ruling corps in the BJP. 

11. PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE: SKUATING THE LONG TERM THREAT POTENIAL OF HINDU 
NAriowsm 

Such a conclusion about the contemporacy state of affairs necessarily brings up a few questions 

about the purpose and use of the thesis. What about tomomw? Cm Hindu nationalism be 

treated as a transient phenornenon. one which will quickly fade frorn the scene? Can it achieve a 

more prominent profile and status? If so. what are the conditions for the successfut 

implementation of Hindutva and its assumed capacity for trouble in an already tense and unstable 

region? Such questions can be answered by adding the question of Hindu nationalism ta the 

chain of seamless security interdependence in South Asia and almpüng to discem the impact 

the Hindu nationalist movement might have on the regional security environment of South Asia in 

the future should it mature to the point that it is unified and autonomous f m  lndian electoral 

In simplistic state-œntric ternis, the South Asian regional security environment is 

charactensed by a high degree of seemingiy hegemonic conhl  by its central actor - India. The 

smaller countries in the region either seek to challenge New Delhi's assumed wnt outnght (as 

Pakistan does) or fear India's hegemony but seek to undercut it rather than have it reptaced or 

ouerthmwn. Although the inter-state dimension is adrnittedly more comprex than Bis broad 

generalisation, it nonetheles neglects the critical importance of domestic, transnational and extra- 

regional factors which al1 exert some influence on the regional dynamic. While the relations 

among various capitals in the region is important, regional seainty andysis requires greater 

attention to #e linkages between domestic and extemal factors in detemhing the nature of the 



security envimnment and assessing threats to the stabiiity of that environment In South Asia, the 

interdependence beheen domestic and foreign policy and between intemal and extemal 

challenges and threats suggests that security is seamlem 

The poterioal threat Hindu nationalism may pose to regional peace and security might be 

fathomed by anaiysing it through this perspective. As a potential agent of instability, Hindu 

nationalism plays a mle in externalising intemal conflict, and, on the other hand. internalising 

extemal conflict There are also sub-sbte and transnational or extra-regional implications of Hindu 

nationalism, especially for the future role of the &te in conflict remlution, the powerful motivations 

of transnational ethnicity and the difficulties in controlling such movements and the interaction 

between Hindu nationalism and globalisafion. 

As such, both state and non-state actors and foreign and domestic factors are of 

importance in assessing the prospects of Hindu nationalism as an agent of regional insecurity in 

South Asia. Linking al1 of these together, however, is the central importance of the crisis evident in 

the lndian nation-state and the increasing salience of non-state actors. The symptoms of this 

crisis are the rise of non-state, transnational ethno-nationalist movements that depart from the 

usual tradition of lndian secularisrn (and thus contribute to the crisis of secularism itself), the 

noticeabie difficulty of lndian political institutions and parües (state actors) to adapt and deiiver on 

the rising expectations of such non-state gmups and an increasing reliance on coercive autbority 

to extinguish dissent and conflict arising h m  these expectaüons. The dedine of seailarism and 

the greater propensity to use force is only increasing the appeal of Hindu nationalism and other 

ethno-religious or ethnonationalist identities as it seeks to convince greater numbers of people that 

the old 'secular' lndia should be swept away in f m u r  of its omi reinterpretatiion. 

W h e ~  the Sangh Parivar succeeds on this score is at the level of cultural and sucietai 

discourse and intefaction. Its spreading network of safhn organisations (such as the RSS shakas 



engaged in spreading Hindu ideology and dispensing social seMces that the state cannot 

provide), the dsing pmminenœ of its more overtly poIitical organisations (such as the BJP) and the 

orchestration of communal violence, anü-secular activÎties and hyper-nationalist rhetoric ail have 

the capacity to cornmunalise lndian politics and society at a fundamental level. Although it may 

not be able to dominate at prasent. its increasing interpenetration in lndian society in the future is 

likely to have more of a "bottom up" impact on the regional secunty environment than h m  the 

"higher" Rings of state decision making institutions and processes, especially if it accompanied by 

nsing levels of ethno-religious violence, state repression and mistance. Interestingly, the Hindu 

nationalist movement may find that its position as a powerhil non-state actor will bequeath it the 

most leverage in eventually taking the reins of the lndian state. 

A. Regional Secunty Interdependence: Hindu Nationalism and the Seamless Web of South Asian 
Secunfy 

Th roug hout South Asiats storied history , societies and states in the reg ion have developed 

mechanisms of continuity and change that ffow from Uie level of the individual to the regional and 

in temational relations sy stems. Des pite the orthodox power-politics worldview of most analysts 

and policyrnakers in the region, there is an increasing recognition of the relationship between 

interna1 and extemal sources of insecunty and conflict? Given the interdependence between 

these various levels of society, India's secunty envimnment is 

interdependent The nature o f  the state, the historical continuity of the 

and cultural personality, the contînuing devastation caused by 

characteriseci as highly 

prevailing regional sociaI 

poverty and economic 

130 Mustapha Kamal Pasha, 'Security as Hegemony,' Alferna-, 2f, 1996, p. 285, Pasha's critique of the 
peruasiveriess of the reaht imagination in South Asia contends that national security is a hegemonic ideology 
inexbicabIy iinked b the nation-ûuilding pmiect of modern Their explicit or tacit appmval by every Iayer of the 
Indian political and dite, inciuding the *te and cM1 Society, suggests mat there main obstades tu différent 
cbaraderisab'ons of Sou# &eîyiety, politics and secunty aside fiom the mreeping bnishstrokes of state-centnc 
national security imperativesratives 



underdevelopment and the role of extra-regional forces al1 help shape the linkages betweeo 

individuals, societies, states and the regional neighbourhood. Inter-linked social and political 

spheres often result in cornplex security configurations with broader threats and nsks to peace and 

stability. 

Barry Buzan's contribution to regional security analysis in South Asia often anses as an 

important depaiture tom the realist orthodoxy that is pervasive in the Iiterature. Buzan contends 

that regions of the worid possess their own unique security fingerprint, which is an essential 

starting point for regional security analysisY However, Buzan focuses almost exclusively on 

state actors and on political or rnilitary affairs as the main deteminants of a regional secunty 

entity: in his eyes secunty complexes are made up of varying levels of seairity inteidependence 

between the state's domestic duties, inter-state relations and great power intervention. Such an 

analysis does not adequately address the pressures non-state actors, elhno-nationalist 

movements and non-military forces may exert in the configuration of patterns of security 

interdependence. His theoretical framework tends to underestimate or entirely miss cntical 

aspects of the region that are necessary in understanding the roots, dynamics and prospects of its 

insecurities, 

Underçtanding the regional security dynamic in South Asia requks the identification and 

analysis of key cultural, political, social and economic features tbat determine South Asia's 

peculiar regional personality. In tens of security analysis, the legacy of extemal penetration and 

colonial ru le, the dynamics of domestic-foreig n policy in teraction and the complexities ansing from 

the constantly evolving pattern of state-society relations malesce to mate a dynamic of human 

and state interacüon rnarked by both continuity and change, by social resilience and instability. 

Barry Buzan, Peopb, States andFèar(Secand M.): An Agenda tbrIntern&nal Security Studks h ffie Posf-CoId 
WarEia, (Boulder: Lynne Reinner, 199i), p. 188- 



Sources of instability at the level of oie individual created by economic inequality, 

unemployment and devastating povedy combined with greater political awareness and 

mobilisation can often sharpen existing tensions between diffierent ethnic or politicd gmups (many 

of which exist outside of traditional state stnictures), leading to ethnic or communal conflict or 

resulting in secessionist or state-wide political conflict? Linked to this dimension. oie gmwing 

weakness of the state - manifest in its increasing mor t  to force and the deterioration of its 

supposedly secular and democratic institutions - has led to a decline in its ability to impartially 

negotiate conflicting demands and expectations and, at the same time, süengthen its own 

centralishg nation-building designs. The rise of ethnereligious sentiment is indicative of the social 

forces that are in ascendance, helping individuals make sense of their changing envimnment and 

attempting to 611 the void left by a wounded seculansm. 

The region's insecurity complex often takes on a critical international dimension at mis 

point Weakened states stniggling to maintain intemal order and legitimacy continue to exhibit 

behaviour ingrained in their own mutual hostility and mistnist. In a perennially unstable region, 

South Asian states have demonstrated a wiilingness to support or foment political and ethnic 

violence or secessionist movements in each other's tenitories, often increasing Vie pressure on 

their bilateral relations and jeopardising the promotion of conflict molution, confidence building. 

regional integration and economic development in what remains one of the most desperately pair  

regions on the planet The legacy offoreign influence and intervention, including the incursions of 

the preniodem era, British colonialisrn, superpower nvalry and, most recentiy, the effects of 

globalisation, introduce a furlher international aspect fo South Asian regional security, reaffiming 

the significanœ of each level of interaction in a security relatianship. 

m Sandy Gordon. 'Resounns and Instabiüty Ïn South Ma.' SUMW, 35 (2). Summer 1943, p. 80. 



B. Hindu Nafionalism and the Bottom-up Penls of South Asian Regional Secunfy 

The factors of instability rooted in the present leave the door open for Hindu nationalism to have a 

much greater impact on regional security in the futurs. Given the increasing difficulties of the date 

in insulating lndian society h m  the pressures of ethno-religious mobilisation, Hindu nationalism is 

a syrnpbm of the lndian state's greater malaise. The emsion of lndian secularism through many 

years of Congressr hegemony and subsequent decline has given the Sangh Parivar the political 

and social space to recast the complexity of India's problems into straightforward ethnic 

assessments of pride, guilt, fear and hatred using majoritarian, populist strategies of power 

consolidation. Constructing Hindu vulnerability opens up the potential for a fumer rise in 

communal tensions, which further weakens the state's rnechanisms for an impartial response to 

such stnfe. 

The diffusion of communal values and ideology into the national rnainstream has had 

several effects on Indian statesociety relations. It is an example of the capacity of a non-state, 

cultural force to wield enormous infi uence over the configuration and development of political 

forces within a state. The continuing diffusion of Hinduhm at a cultural and societal level marks a 

departure from the secular ethos that has, arguably, kept lndia united and relatively free of 

massive bloodletüng. The state has provided all lndians with equal legal status in a country 

characteriseci by vast divecsity along religious, caste, regional, linguistic, cultural and racial Iines. 

It has also been aie framework within which both the state and non-state actors struggle for space 

and preeminence. New Delhi has sought to k a t  the problem of ethnicity with both an 

accommodative and coercive formula that maximises its own autonomy and independence of 

action. The declnie of this capacity has let the communal genie out of the botüe, leading to a 

marked increase in eoinic confiict, communal tensions and a further weakening of the sWe as it 

becomes caught up in the communal web and as increasing numbers of people grow cynical and 



resigned to its ineffectiveness and impotency. As the political and cultural strength of the Hindu 

nationalist movement grows, the significance of the Sangh Parivah influence at both a mass 

politics level at the govemmental level and holds the potential for the lndian state to increasingly 

resort to authontarian measures to quel1 intemal discord, clamp down on dissent and assure a 

cynical population of stability and prosperity in the name of redressing India's historical and 

cultural anxieties. 

Moreover, an increase in ethno-religious strife - especially beheen Hindus and Muslims - 

has the potential to explode into an all-lndia problem, polarking dations between both groups 

and plunging the state's capacities and institutions into a major crisis. The implications of another 

communal crisis akin to the bloodletting of the Ayodhya disaster could further damage lndian 

secularism, polarking the country on communal gmunds. The spreading network of Hindu 

nationalist organisations and idedogy and the growing weakness of the state will conceivably 

weaken the resilience of lndian society to communal forces. Such worries have been intensified 

by indications of the gmwing power of the VHP, the Bajrang Dai and other fa~right Hindu groups 

that have recently targeted Christians and Muslims in episodes of communal violence. They are 

ako magnified by the attempts of BJP state govemments, many of which are unhindered by 

cumbersome coalition arrangements, to retool education policy to alter the battleground of history 

and reflect Hindu nationalist ideology.'s At a wider societal level, Hhdu nationalism is making 

progress in its stated objectives of changing the very ideological and Ritellechial founts tom which 

the Indian smlar state has spmng. 

Although Uie reaMes of electoral and coalition politics in a more politically conscious 

society have impinged on the Sangh Parivar's ability to dominate the agenda, a yeaming for 

See Veokitesh Ramakishnan. *A spreading network,' Fmntline, 20 November, 1998, p. 11 and Pafvafhi Menon 
and T.K Rajalakshrni, 'Dactarïng textbooks," FmntTine, 20 November 1998, p.14. 



stability seems to be the most salient issue in Indian politics at present As such, for the upcoming 

elections bath the BJP and the amalgam of political parties it has assembfed into ifs National 

Democratic Alliance (NDA) is taking advantage of Vajpayee's immense populanty and India's 

successfui counter-infiltratîon operations in Kargil. At the tirne of writing, analysts and polls are 

suggesting that the BJP and its NDA allies might be able to win a majority - however slim and 

qualifiecf - in the Lok Sabha on these grounds.~~ The BJP seems to be in the process of moving 

from the untouchable fnnge of lndian politics to the main stage, and, as a result, the BJP will corne 

under much more intense pressure to purçue the saffron agenda from the ideologues in the Çangh 

Panvar. 

At another level. Hindu nationalism retains a capacity for affecüng the dynamics of conflict 

and instability that springs from intra-state tension and spreads acmss borders. The state has 

been cornpmmised in its capacity to insulate itself and lndian society h m  becoming caught up in 

the whidwind of ethno-religious conflict. lndia is no stranger to the mie transnational ethnicity can 

play through its stniggles with refugee movements, cross-border insurgencies and the intervention 

of its neighboua - parücularly Pakistan - in fanning civil and ethnic conflict 

In this Iight, Hindu nationalism and lslamic revivalism in lndia are interdependent forces. 

The perception of an lslamic fundamentalist 'menacen swallowing up Hindu lndia figures quite 

highly in the calculations and rhetoric of the Sangh Parivar. Gmwing anxiety surrounding the 

perceivecf threat of 'transnational' Islam and the concurrent Islamisation and weakening of the 

Pakistani state do liffle to reassure worried Hindu political elites that lndia has lit& to fear from the 

uc K. Baiakrishnan and GVL Narasimha Rao, 4n Kargil's afterglovic SJP and allies are on a rol1,' Emes of ln& 
Onine, 14 August 1999, www.timesofinfiacorn and Swapan Dasgupta, Turning Tide,' Inda roday OnGne, 2 August 
1999, www.indla~ay..eomlitodaylt99908021cover5.html. 



Muslim worid, both extemal and intemaP The growing asseitiveness and international 

connectedness of the Muslh minority, partly Virough providing migrant labour to wealthy Gulf 

countries and sending remiflances to family and community in lndia, and the fear of a possible 

Kashmiri jihad as lslamic militants h m  abroad converge on the embattled region have only 

contributecf to such sentiments. Allhough most Muslims continue to contest pditics through 

established parties like the Congress and others that espouse the "minority" cause, the 

polarisation of both communal groups into diametncally opposed extremist movements raises the 

spectre of even greater, all-lndia communal violence. 

The intensification of communal hostilities orchestrated and fuelleci by the Sangh Parivar 

only results in even fumer suffering by the millions of people belonging to minorities that are not 

considered to be tndian "enough," forcing them Rito radical postures that feed back into Hindu 

vulnerability. The popularity of Hindu nationalist projects such as the carnpaign to ban cow 

slaughter or revoke the status of Shariat (Koranic) civil law and the demonstrated electoral 

success of the BJP have increased the level of lslamic acüvism in India. The surge in Hindu 

nationalist sentiment has also led to the intensification of lslarnic militancy in Kashmir, with radical 

insurgent groups including Uie Hezb-uCMujahideen (HUM) and the Lakshar-e-Toiba recniiting 

greater nurnbers of Yoreign" mercenaries (reprted to include Afghan, Sudanese or Gulf-area 

nationals) and establishing Iinkages with India-based lslamic groups and other militant outfits, 

organised criminal figures and dnig traffickers thmughout the Middle East and South Asia9 

Therefore, it seems evident that rising Hindu nationalist sentiment results in the fumer alienation 

t35 Zahid Hussah, 'ln a HoIy Mess," lnd& Today, t4 Septeaiber 1998, p 20. Tite economic aisis in PaMstan 
armbined wioi blamic gmups increasing lhek hold over the statets institutions and gmvïng more popuiar in the 
genacal public is thaught to be dangerous for Indiaancf the broaâer region as weil, 

Praveen Swami, 'Extertding Temur,'' Fime? 26 March 1999, p. 16. See aîso Manoj Jwhi ad Ramesh Vina@, 
7he F I  Next Time," India Today, 7 September 1998, p. 50, Although many of these 'radicals' seem to be joining 
insurgent gmups bacause of exlrame maferid depMon and paver&, the gmmig mks of (he lslamic militants has 
becorne a major f%br in the Indian inseaiMy cornplex. 



and radicalisation of tire Muslim minonty and vice-versa. As a result of the state's increasing 

willingness to resort to force to solve conffict or to directly pander to ethno-religious sentiment, its 

capacity to exercise some modicum of control over and distance from the fragmentary and sttife- 

ridden tendencies of modem communalism has emded. and thus ethnereligious forces have 

gained a foothold in the intemurse of politics and culture in India. 

There is also a link between the nse of Hindu nationalism and the growing tension 

between the sWes in the region, especially in the Indo-Pakistani rivalry, as the Sangh Parivar 

uses latent unease about Pakistan's Islamic "threar to intensify hypeFnationalist rhetoric and 

pushiring against Islamabad. The considerable literature on eoinic conflict suggests that the 

phenornenon is not only a result of the failure of modernisation and not localisecf to the domestic 

realm of nation-states. Instead, ethnic conffict is also a link between both internai forces of 

division and conflict and extemal factors including third party intervention, mperation and even 

inter-state conlictln The salience of ethnic conflict as a factor in greater inter-state tensions 

should not be underesümated, especially in South Asia. 

First, non-secessionist communal strife is of an increashg ly orchestrated and alMndia 

nature, and mis development has not gone unnoticed in India's neighbours, many of which have 

pcedominantiy Muslim populations. One Pakistani analyst refened to Vie rise of Hindu chauvinism 

and communal violence in India as ethnic cleansing akin to that in the Balkans or the Middle 

East13 The demolition of the Babri Masjid and the communal violence that followed prmked the 

ire of Islamabad and Dhaka and kicked ofi anti-Hindu riots and tit-for-tat demolitions of Hindu 

temples. The complacence or direct assistance of security brces seriously e106ed the law and 



order situation in buth Pakistan and Bangladesh. Mobs attacked not only members of very small 

Hindu minorities and their temples but also lndian govemment offices and other symbolic 

structures and events in retaliation for the actions of the kar sevaks at Ayodhya.?s Such 

incidences are illustrative of the impact weakening state structures and the awakening of 

heretofore neglected or disadvantaged groups have in tems of ethnic politics across South Asia. 

Even today , some years after the bloadletting of Ayodhya. the successes of Hindu revivalism in 

lndia incurs the fear and wrath of its Muslim neighbours. 

At an niter-state level, Pakistan is representative of the 'Other." Strategically, analysts 

argue that india sees Pakistan as a regional rival deteminecf to undemine its power and 

hegemony in the region and its larger great power aspiraüons.tm However, there is a deeper 

ideological and communal enmity at the m e  of their relationship. Intemal communal divides 

between Hindus and Muslims can be transferred to an international level between "Hindun or even 

"seculai' India and "Islamic" or "communal" Pakistan. An escalation of communal violence and the 

deterioration of lndian secularism can only further polarise the relationship between lndia and 

Pakistan. a relationship which is already charactensed by deep mistrust and insecurity. Pakistan 

can only worry about the inability (or unwilüngness) of the lndian government to defend itself 

against the influence of Hindu nationalism, especially if the state falls back on blaming 'foreign 

forcesm for its internai diffi~ulües.1~~ 

Kashmir is irnpoitant in any discussion of the extemalisation of lndian communalism 

because it is, histoncdly speaking at least, a confiict founded in the cleavages of Hindu-Muslirn 

1s MahmOOd Monshipouri. ' B d a s h  tu the Destruction. at Ayadhya- A View from Pakistan," Asian Sumyt 33 0, July 
1993. p. 712 and Palha S Ghoah. 'Bagladash at îhe Cmssroads: Religion and PoWCs.' AYim S u ~ y ,  33 0. July 
1993, p. 706. See also Shekhar Gupta, 'India in the India Today, 31 Decesnber 1992, pp. 8344. 

S&ephen P. Cohen, The RegionaI Impaci of a Reforming indiat%h's MemMnaI Rok ür the Pbst-Cold WarEra- 
PaRll, Addphi Paper 276, (London: IlSSIBrassey'~~ Aprii 1993). p. 85. 
f4t Chris Smith, fndr'a's Ad Huc Arsenal: DiiWion or DriR iit Defénce Pori, (New Y o k  Oxford Univefsity 
PresslSlPRl), p 39. 



relational uncertainty. The status of Kashrnir - whether it belongs to lndia or Pakistan - 

symbolises the legitimacy and the success of the nation-building programmes of both lndia and 

Pakistan to themselves, while claiming that Kashmir is the last pieœ of their own postdonial 

The fundamental nature of the [Kashmiq dispute meant that the Mo succeceosor states 
were locked in a dialectic and philosophical duel h m  the day they were bom. Each 
appeared to pose a challenge to the legitimacy of the other; each was driven to try to 
prove that its raison d'être was somehow more valid than the oother's.142 

For India, Kashmir's integral status within its secular, pluralist federation is a sign that lndian 

secularisrn works; Hindus and Muslims can live together in a single state uniteâ by their status as 

secular lndians rather than their respective communal identities. On the other hand, Pakistan is a 

lingering symbol of the power of such identities, for it is a state founded on the principles of Islam 

and evidence that a secular marriage between Muslims and Hindus is not possible.143 00th of 

these visions have been ridiculed as of late as the state of Jammu and Kashmir polarises on 

communal grounds, communal politics gain more prominence at an ali-lndia level and bath lndian 

security forces and lslarnic militants engage in terror tactics and human rights abuses that alienate 

the very population they are apparentiy Qing to defend. 

The communal polarisation of the Indo-Pakistani rivalry an only spell fumer instability in 

the region, especially since the dispute over Kashmir intensifies as a result of the growing Hindu 

nationalist presence ui hdian domestic palitics. The ability of either govemment b contain conflict 

and manage crises in such an environment of communal hatred is suspect. and even more 

dangerous considering the devastaüng potential of all out war between them. India and Pakistan 

'a S Mahmud Ai, The FearfuI State: Peopk, Powerand lntemal Warh Soutfi Ma, (London: Zed Books, 1993), p. 6. 
See Maya Chadda Minw, &CU@* and SepaMm lii India, (New York: Columbia Univenity Press, 1997). p. 

61 fix an anaiysis of themes in K;ashmiri nationalisrn and how they interact with the natron-building imperatiues of botfi 
Pakistan and fndia See also Sumit Ganguly, The C& in iciishmrk Porte& of War, Mpes hr Peace, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University PresslWaodmw Wilson Centre, 1993, pp. 38-3- Ganguly's wotk is a well argued pieœ ort the 



have built a hadition of pmfessional conflict dipkmacy over the years and, as of late, 

demonstrated considerable restraint in their newly nuclear adversarial ielaüonship. There is every 

indication that both countries have embarked on an intensifiecf programme of low-intensity conflict 

combined with intense diplomatic and political manoeuvring among the international community to 

destabilise and isolate each other rather than open confiontaoon. Today, open confrontation 

means more trouble than ever, for cnsis management in South Asia is rife with difficulties. 

Opümisrn about a "stable minimum detevent' between the two rivals aside, there is no guarantees 

that either New Delhi or Islamabad will remain committed to such a rationai engagement1& 

Religious extremists and nationalists on both sides remain responsible for generating intense 

jingoistic sentiment Their growing political resonanœ at the date level and their abiiity to mobilise 

opposition against their "mortal" enemies has the potential to undemine the progress - however 

halting - of developing confidence and reconciliation in security and political matters between 

lndian and Pakistan let alone the safe management of cises. The RSS' crisis thetoric of using 

nuclear arms against Pakistan and the explosion in nationalist, anti-Pakistani fenrour during the 

Kargil conflict is illustrative in this regard. Amongst the backdmp of a race for supeflor nuclear 

capability between New Delhi and Islamabad, the implications for the bitter cornmunalisation of 

their already fera1 enmity is cause for deep concem. 

Furlliermore, anxiety has arisen over the future of India's usually agreeable relations with 

many countries in the Middle East as rising levels of communal violence and the inability or 

unwillingness of the state to inteivene in the defeoce of minorities becornes an imitant in Indo- 

mfe of bo# ethnwligious mobihatian and institutionai decay in fomenting the Kashmiri ïnsurgency and teading to a 
state CIS1Ckdown of dubious effectiveness. 
tu See Deuiff T- Hagertyr 'Nudear Detenenœ in Sam The 2990 bda-Pakistani Cri~is,~ CnternationaI Securit)., 
20 (3), Winbr 19991996. Hagerty argues ihat 'New Delhi and Islamabad were deened hwn war by their recoqnition 
of each ottier's nuciear weapan capabilib'es* @- 82)- AIthough îhis may be a usehl andysis when examining &te 
behaviaur, bath lndia and Pakisfan that have a farge degree of non-state peneiraion within ihem and kadN~~s of 



Middle Eastern relations. Almost every country in the Gulf criticised oie ming of the Babri Masjid 

and expresçed concem over New Delhi's ability tu prevent such communal paroxysms.ta Given 

the large numbers of lndian migrant workers in the wealthy Gulf countries, the economic 

significance of their mittances and India's dependence upon Gulf oil, the detenoration of Hindu- 

Muslim harmony in lndia might have deleterious consequences for inter-regional stability. 

AIthough Pakistan has dificulty rallying the Muslim world to its cause, it would make Islamabad's 

case for assistance and cooperation to enhance its strategic depth vis a vis New Delhi much 

easier if the Sangh Parivar was able to take hiIl control, aggravating the intemal and extemal 

relationships of Hindus and Muslims. 

Yet another intemal-cum-regional effect that the surge of communal violence and 

secessionist confiict in lndia rnay have concems the role of the state's instruments of authority and 

wercion. As the Indian state's capacity for accommodative sirategies of confiict resalution has 

weakened, it has grown more coercive in its attempt to suppress ethnic conflict To be fair, the 

lndian state has harâly failed. The strategy of accommodation still manages to work in certain 

dimensions, such as the successfu~ exthguishing of the Punjab militancy. However, the pmblem 

of Kashmir and its communal overtones and lingering secassionist conflict in the norllieast is 

instructive of the growing inability of the lndian state to adequately deal with ethnic opposition 

groups on an impartial and genuinely accomrnodative basis. 

In this light, the communalisation of lndian state-society relations may have the 

unintendecf and destabilising effect of politicising India's security forces9 The inability or 

unwïllingness of the police to quel1 communal strife brnigs in boül state govemment cuntrolled and 

culturally-acceptabie 'rational" responses Io âiirent h m  the standard, Western rationaiity fhat Hagerty 
assumes. 
ta Gupta, 'tndTa in the Dock," p- 83. 
146 Snekhar Gupta, India R&fines its Rok, Adelphi Paper 293, (New Y o k  Oxford University Ptess/[ntemational 
Institute for Strategic Studies, 1995), pp. 34-35. 



Union directed paramilitaies such as the Border Security Force (BSF) and the Central Reserve 

Police Force (CRPF). In several cases of communal rioting, state police and paramilitary forces 

dernonstratecf either outnght complicity or involvement in violence directed at Muslims.'47 Such a 

development is a warning sign that the state's coercive apparatus is not immune to the polarising 

effects of communat tension. 

At times, even a massive show of force at the police or paramiMary level is insufficient to 

subdue widespread civil unrest which resultç in the deployment of the lndian Amy - historically a 

doggedly secular and subservient organ of state auaiority. The potenüal impact on the Amy as it 

participates in the suppression of secessionist conflict and communal violence exposes it to the 

same challenges which the police and paramilitaiy forces face. Still further, it represents 

heightened interference by the Centre in areas of state govemment responsibility, which is 

becoming more untenable as the demands for some degree of decentralisation and locai-level 

autonomy grow louder. Although the impact of intemal security operations on the Amy's tradition 

of subsenrience to civilian govemment might sometimes be overstated,'4a the military has 

expresseci its concems that an intensive counter insurgency and public seainty mle removes it 

h m  what it is intended to do: pmtect India's extemal boundaries and interesW49 The military 

argues that the Amy's readiness to deal with outbursts of militancy in unstable regions or meet 

externat threats at short notice has deterioratedY This waç illustrated during the ment  amed 

conflict in Kargit with Pakistani hpops and lslamic militants. The lndian Amy was largely re- 

deployed h m  exhaustive, rnanpower intensive counter-insurgency operations in the Kashmir 

frr Kuldeep Mafhur, The Sbte and the Use of Caercive Power in India,' Asian Sumyr 32 (41, Apn'i t 992 pt 345- The 
Meerut and Ayodhya riots of the eariy t 980s are iIIustrative of the direct involvernent of lndian police and paramilitaries 
agaiist Muslims during episodes of communal violence. 

Apurba Kundu, Mimansm in Indk The Army and CM7 Souety hi Consensus, (London: Tauris Academic Shidies, 
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Gordon, "Resources and Instabiiii in South Asia,' p. 79. 
tso Raju G.C. Thomas, hdian Securiiy Pofcy, (Princeton: Princeton University P m ,  1986), p. f 9. 



Valley to the KargiI sector in the Himalayas while rear echelon Army units and paramilitary forces 

took their place. According to the military and lndian defence analysts, oie sudden s h l  had a 

debilitating impact on the Army preparations for mountain warfare.'5' The presence of more than 

250,000 lndian troops in Kashmir - and the need for still more to fil1 the gaps created by the 

Amy's redeployment to the Himalayan ffontier - is indicative of the massive drain on material and 

human resources that the insurgency and the face-off with Pakistan incur. 

Globalisation is India's latest stniggle with the extra-regional dimension about which its 

elites have always harbaured deep reservations. Extramgional forces have laid down a 

considerable legacy of conflictual societal and inter-state relations that manipulates ascdpüve 

difierences and represses dissent.'5* It is now poised to have an powerful impact on the 

configuration of dornestic and regional political and economic forces and actors. Globalisation is 

inextricably ünked to the Hindu nationalist project and to the future of stability in South Asia. 

Growing middle class and political elite support for globalisation and economic liberalisation 

suggests that the state might eventually clampdown against anti-liberalisation dissent on the basis 

of religion or caste or developmental status consistent with the Hindutva agenda. Although there 

is considerable disagreement within the Sangh Parivar over an appropriate policy on economic 

liberalisation, it is not questioned by a growîng number of mostiy middle class Indians which have 

always been a well of support for the BJP. Although rifts over mis issue will remain withîn the 

Sangh Parivar, Indiars cautious integration into the global economy may eventually suit the 

interests of Hindu nationalists. After al, judgîng h m  their own upper-dass origins, they have the 

most to gain h m  liberalisation. The impact of liberalisation programmes in breaking up 



established behaviours and structures and, sometimes, forcing a bitter programme of pre- 

millennium modernisation on a largely traditional worMorce has consequences fw individuats, 

gmups and statesF The pain and fnrstmtion that inevitabiy cornes along with liberalisation for a 

country such as lndia would have to be explained in some way, and it is not inconceivable aiai the 

Sangh Pativar would Iink this with Hindutva, furlher accessing grievances founded in economic 

inequaüty and deprivation to accelerate communal strife. 

CONCLUSION 

The subcontinenfs modemist, postaIonial hheriton managed their new wards with a hint of 

armganœ in their assumption that ethnicity would fade away. But South Asia is characterised by 

ethnicity which spans borders and undermines grand state projects dedicated to reducing its 

salience. This cultural contiguity in the region is under threat. however. The state, as it falls into 

the cornfort of an ethno-nationalist foundation, papers over these important unifying elemeots of 

the region's personality in favour of its own preferences. lnstead of a new age of modernity, 

ethnicity is back. lndia is not alone in expehncing the e k t s  of the resurgence of revivalist 

sentiment In Pakistan, there is growing worry Uiat the state has tkd its fortunes to the appeal of 

lslamist gmups, many of which are linked to radical elements in Afghanistan and elsewhere and 

hofd distinctiy anti-lndian, anti-Western worldviews. Bangladesh has not been able to escape an 

lslamic surge, either. Sri Lanka has been dealing with its own ethnic paroxysms for more than a 

decade, as civil war rages between a maiontarian gmup that has traditionally persecuted the 

fransnaüona[ identity of Tamils. 

'5 See Mustapha Kamal Pasha, 'Glabalisaüon and Paverty in South &a,= MiIlrenniim: Journal of Interndbna! 
Stuai (3),1996: pp. 



Given the ethnic polarisation of the subcontinent, which has arguably been gmwing since 

the region's independence h m  colonial paramountcy, what is the potenüal for a Wash of 

civilisations" in South Asia? I t is evident from that the thesis of a Kulturkampf overem phasises the 

degree of cultural homogeneity in vanous societies, especially those pervasive and intractable 

multi-level diversities within India. However, while culture is a nebulous phenornenon. difficult to 

quantify or theonse, it is not static. it has the capacity for change at al1 ievels: tom below at a 

m a s  societal level, h m  the point of view of powerful elites in control of the levers of state and 

ffom broader international and transnational trends. Culture remains a vital tool in understanding 

the modalities of security in a new order characterisecf by the s imul tmus forces of integration 

(brought on by globalisation) and fragmentation (brought on by responses to globalisation). 

Through different cultural lenses we can sometimes grasp why individuals, groups and 

govemments might arüculate their interests and implement their decisions in ways different #an 

what we might expect Culture shapes rationality into intemally accepted reasoning that might not 

be comprehended elsewhere. Therefore, if the Hindu nationalists are capable of reconstnicting 

culture and if lndia is to continue down the path of its saffronisation, then the polarisation of the 

reg ion and its immediate sumundings into corn pet hg relig ious civilisation-states would certainly 

bear witness to those who believe that culture will be the world's defining wall of division. It would 

also necessitate a greater understanding of why lndians see and interad with their workl in the 

way they do. 

The convergence of several different actors, trends and forces h m  multiple levels yields 

vaned explanations and interpretations of how societies are reconfiguring themehies. This wock 

faces limitaoons rooted in this reality. Aithough every attempt has been made to recognise the 

salieoce of as many important vafiables as passible, mis work is invariably œnhed on the 

emerging secunty dynamics of India and its immediate geographicai sumundings. A more 



nuanced look at the Hindu nationalist movement would have more fùlly engaged the political 

economy and foreign policy implications of the Sangh Parivar's intemal divisions over liberalisation 

and the bmader impact on India's plans to integrate with the global economy. This analysis can 

also be taken to task for assuming the centrality of lndia on South Asia and not considering the 

critical role its neighbours play in the region. As such, the process of regional integration and 

extemal intervention could have been more fully developed. 

It should be noted that this issue is in its eariy development. The Hindu nationalist 

movernent has achieved a remarkable degree of success on the political front as of late. With 

elections looming at the time of writing and the public mood still ensconceci in the haze of post- 

Kargil nationalist rhetoric (of the pan-lndian varfety, interestingly enough), the Hindu nationalist 

movemeot is at a cntical moment in its development Wmout a doubt, it has grown into a major 

political and cultural movement in India. Moreover, it now has the capacity to affect state policy 

making - whether it controls the levers of power or infoms them from the oppasifion benches of 

the Lok Sabha or from the colourful cacophony of the politics of interest groups, social movements 

and civil society. While ffiere is much m m  for it to grow and it has yet to deeply affect the 

configuration of the region's security, the conditions for the entrenchment of politid Hinduism into 

an authoritarian and chauvinisüc state may yet present themselves. The development of Hindu 

nationalism within the confines of [ndia's noisy democracy should thus be carefully obsecved. 
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